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ABSTRACT

SEXUAL DESIRE AND SEXUAL ACTIVITY AMONG INDIVIDUALS IN ROMANTIC
RELATIONSHIPS: A LONGITUDINAL PERSPECTIVE

Ellen Lee, PhD
Department of Psychology
Northern Illinois University, 2018
Brad J. Sagarin, Co-Director
Larissa Barber, Co-Director

In understanding the frequency of sexual activity within a relationship and its impact on
subsequent health and relationship outcomes, one understudied aspect is the link between sexual
desire and activity. As sexual desire is often theorized to be a precursor to sexual activity, the
first purpose of the current study was to investigate whether, and the extent to which, sexual
desire predicted sexual activity. A bidirectional effect of sexual activity predicting subsequent
desire was also explored. This study utilized a longitudinal design to investigate the temporal
sequence between desire and sex. A total of 156 participants recruited from undergraduate
college courses responded to a brief survey four times a day for seven days. The results indicated
that increases in sexual desire were strongly associated with increases in the odds of having sex,
strongly supporting linear models of sexual response. The bidirectional effect of sexual activity
predicting subsequent desire was not evidenced, providing little support for circular models of
sexual response. The second purpose of the study was to investigate different within-person
variables and between-person relationship contextual factors that would affect the association
between sexual desire and sexual activity. Increased prior positive mood and increased prior

mood arousal significantly predicted sexual activity. None of the hypothesized relationship
contextual variables (e.g., relationship satisfaction, attachment, sexual motivation, and sexual
communication) moderated the link between sexual desire and sexual activity.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Sexuality is an important part of relationship dynamics but is often ignored by
relationship researchers (Dewitte, 2012). Research has shown that relationship health is strongly
linked to physiological and psychological health (Burnman & Margolin, 1992; Umberson &
Montez, 2010); one meta-analysis on the association between marital quality and personal wellbeing reported an average weighted effects size r of .37 for cross-sectional studies and .25 for
longitudinal studies (Proulx, Helms, & Buehler, 2007). Sex plays a critical role in relationship
health because it serves as one of the means to reinforce intimacy and attachment within a dyad
(Davis, Shaver, & Vernon, 2004; McCarthy, 2003), and it influences the stability of the
relationship (Fisher, 2004; Yabiku, Gager, & Johnson, 2009). Not surprising then, research has
found that happier couples have more sex (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004; Call, Sprecher, &
Swartz, 1995), and low frequency of sexual activity is associated with higher rates of divorce
(Yabiku & Gager, & Johnson, 2009). Indeed, many studies have evidenced a strong positive
association between sexual frequency and relationship satisfaction (Brezsnyak & Whisman,
2004; Call, Sprecher, & Schwartz, 1995) and general well-being (Cheng & Smyth, 2015;
Laumann, Gagnon, Michael, & Michaels, 1994).
In understanding the frequency of sexual activity within a relationship and its impact on
subsequent health and relationship outcomes, one understudied aspect is the link between sexual
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desire and activity. Given that many studies only investigate one or the other, the first purpose of
this study is to investigate both these variables to better understand the antecedents to sexual
activity. Sexual desire is theorized to be a motivational state that often, but not always, precedes
sexual activity, and it is distinct from physiological arousal (Regan, 1999; Regan & Berscheid,
1995, 1996). Despite sexual desire, sexual arousal, and sexual activity often co-occurring,
engaging in sexual activity does not automatically imply that sexual desire is also present, nor
does not engaging in sexual activity automatically imply that sexual desire is also absent (Regan,
1999). Research cannot assume there is a perfect concordance rate between sexual desire and
sexual activity, and unfortunately many studies isolate one variable and assume that it predicts
the other. To better understand when sexual activity actually occurs within a relationship, these
constructs must be clearly separated and studied. This study employed a longitudinal design to
investigate the temporal sequence and pattern between sexual desire and sexual activity over
time. As sexual desire is often theorized to be a precursor to sexual activity, the first main
research question in the current study was to investigate whether, and the extent to which, sexual
desire predicts sexual activity.
The second purpose of this study was to investigate different individual variables and
relationship contextual factors that may moderate the association between sexual desire and
sexual activity. Although there are likely many within-person variables that could affect sexual
activity, the one that will be focused on in the current study is mood. Mood has been
theoretically and empirically related to multiple aspects of the sexual response cycle, thus
understanding how affective functioning moderates the association between sexual desire and
sexual activity is of interest. Various relationship characteristics will also be explored as
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additional moderators to the link between sexual desire and sexual activity. There is much
evidence to suggest that relationship quality is associated with both sexual desire and sexual
activity. There are many ways to conceptualize relationship quality, including relationship
satisfaction, attachment style, sexual motivation, and communication style. Studying these
variables in conjunction with mood will further illuminate the relationship context in which
sexual activity is facilitated or hindered and provide insight into the dynamics of a sexually
healthy or unhealthy relationship.
Sexual Desire: A Precursor or Response to Sexual Activity?
Over the years many researchers have attempted to study the role of sex in romantic
relationships. One early example came from Masters and Johnson in their book Human Sexual
Response (1966). Their extensive laboratory work was designed to investigate physiological
reactions of men and women as they experienced sexual stimulation. However, as Regan and
Berscheid (1999) stated, “there is more to the human sexual experience than physiological,
genital, and behavior responses. People do not suddenly find themselves….ready for sexual
action; something opens the gates of the sexual response cycle” (p. 9). One of the most important
critiques of Master and Johnson’s work was that it excluded a specific sexual desire phase in
which psychological interest in sex occurs before physiological changes take place in the body
(Kaplan, 1983). Other theorists subsequently incorporated desire (or something similarly labeled)
as a distinct precursor to sexual activity. Examples include Kaplan’s (1983) Triphasic Model, the
Erotic Stimulus Pathway (as cited in Stayton, 1989, and Whipple & Brash-McGreer, 1997), and
work done by Zilbergeld and Ellison (1980).
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Sexual desire is generally conceptualized as a subjective, psychological experience in
which individuals have an interest, wish, or drive to seek out sexual targets and engage in sexual
activities (Kaplan, 1983; Levine, 2003; Regan, 1999; Regan & Berscheid, 1995, 1999). Toates
(2014) describes sexual desire as having “the qualities of conscious seeking and wanting” [italics
in original] (p.12), and how the intention of desire is to fulfill sexual pleasure. Levine defines
sexual desire as “the sum of the forces that lean us toward and push us away from sexual
behavior” (p. 280); these forces are biological, psychological, and cultural.
Importantly, sexual desire is seen as distinct from sexual arousal, as well as sexual
activity (Bresznyak & Whisman, 2004; Regan & Berscheid, 1999). Sexual desire and
psychological sexual arousal are often confused, as both are measured via subjective self-report
measures. Sexual desire is conceptualized as a want to obtain a sexual object or engage in
activity that is not currently being met, whereas psychological sexual arousal is the awareness of
one’s body currently experiencing physiological sexual arousal (Regan & Berscheid, 1999).
Research on concordance rates between genital measures of arousal and self-reports of arousal
also indicates people do not always have perfect awareness of their body states (Chivers, Seto,
Lalumière, Laan, & Grimbox, 2010). Sexual desire is different from bodily responses; it can
often co-occur with sexual arousal (both physiological and psychological), but unlike arousal, it
does not depend on bodily responses.
As with sexual desire, there can often be confusion regarding what constitutes “sex.” The
hetero-normative concept of sex is typically described as penile-vaginal penetration, but this
definition excludes sexual activities of non-heterosexual populations. Not everyone believes
manual or oral stimulation of genitals constitutes sex, and even whether or not someone has an
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orgasm may influence an individual’s beliefs about what represents sex; thus, researchers must
be very careful about the wording of questions referring to frequency and type of sexual activity
(DeLamater & Shibley-Hyde, 2004; Sanders et al., 2010).
Unlike sexual activity, however, sexual desire may be difficult for participants to
retrospectively remember. For example, Hurlbert, Apt, Hurlbert, and Pierce (2000) argued that a
problem with being able to synthesize research on sexual desire is that the time frame is often not
explicit. When it is explicit, the time frame could be assessing anywhere from the current day to
past 12 weeks, and therefore understanding the pattern of sexual desire over time becomes
particularly problematic. Furthermore, Hurlbert et al. (2000) note that lengthy time frames make
it increasingly difficult to recollect sexual desire accurately, and these recollections might be
susceptible to retrospection biases. Using a daily diary methodology in the current study will be
beneficial because this method will maximize the ability to capture information about
experiences near the time of occurrence and minimize possible retrospective biases; for this
reason it has become a popular methodology to study sexual desire and activity (Dewitte, Van
Lankveld, Vandenberghe, & Loeys, 2015; Fortenberry & Hensel, 2011; Fortenberry, Temkit, Tu,
Graham, Katz, & Orr, 2005; Laurenceau & Bolger, 2005).
Hurlbert et al. (2000) proposed that sexual desire is a distinct construct from sexual
motivation. The authors defined sexual desire as a cognitive process to approach or avoid sexual
behavior, characterized by thinking about sex or feeling interested in sex, whereas sexual
motivation is the behavioral process to approach or avoid sexual behavior (i.e., taking concrete
steps to engage in sexual activity like telling one’s partner about a desire for sex or approaching
the partner for sex). They posited these constructs may work independently or together- in an
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interactive fashion- to facilitate subsequent physiological arousal and sexual activity. The authors
suggest that sexual activity could be caused primarily by motivation in the absence of desire, or
desire without motivation, or some combination. What Hurlbert et al.’s (2000) human sexual
response cycle implies is that, in certain circumstances, sexual desire alone may not be sufficient
or even necessary to engage in sexual activity. It is important to note, however, that this type of
sexual motivation is distinct from general motivations people have for engaging in sex. Meston
and Buss (2007) identified over two hundred reasons people engage in sex, including increasing
relational intimacy, to have children, or feel attractive. These motivations are indeed important to
the experience of sexual activity and will be discussed later.
Researchers argue that although sexual desire and sexual activity may often co-occur, the
presence (or absence) of one does not automatically imply the presence (or absence) of the other
(Hurlbert et al., 2000; Kaplan, 1983; Regan, 1999; Regan & Berscheid, 1999). Although linear
models of sexual response propose a sequence in which desire precedes sexual activity, it is
possible that certain phases of the cycle may be passed over or left unfulfilled. For example,
sexual desire may be experienced but sexual stimulation is not sought out, or an orgasm could be
experienced without the feeling of desire. One study found that when participants were asked if
they had ever had sex without also experiencing desire, the majority of both men and women
said yes (Beck, Bozman, & Qualtrough, 1991). Similarly, when sexual activity does not happen,
it does not mean that sexual desire was absent. There are two clear inferences from these
examples: (a) people have sex for a variety of reasons, not just because they experience sexual
desire, and (b) there may be barriers to engaging in sexual activity if desire is experienced.
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A useful analogy comes from the literature studying the relationship between attitudes
and behaviors. Attitudes are defined as general and enduring favorable/unfavorable evaluations
about a particular entity, anything from objects, places, behaviors, people, social groups, and
abstract ideas (Fabrigar & Wegener, 2010). Some early work reviewing the correlation between
attitudes and behavior found a small relationship (i.e., correlation of .30; Wicker, 1969), and a
subsequent meta-analysis found similar results (i.e., a correlation of .38; Kraus, 1995). Various
theories have included additional variables to explain how the link between an attitude and a
behavior can be strengthened or weakened; some influential theories include the theory of
planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991) and the motivation and opportunity as determinants model of
behavior (MODE; Fazio, 1990). Although the constructs of an attitude and sexual desire are
different, research on the attitude-behavior link implies other important factors could strengthen
or weaken the relationship between the desire for sex and sexual behavior.
Sexual desire is seen as an interaction between a biological based sex drive, cognitive
processes leading to the wish to behave sexually, and a motivated willingness to behave sexually
(Levine, 1987). Similarly, sexual activity is likely a result of a dynamic interplay between affect,
cognition, motivation, and behavioral responses (Barlow, 1986; DeLamater & Shibley- Hyde,
2004; Dewitte, 2012; Janssen & Bancroft, 2007; Levine, 1987; Wiegel, Scepkowski, & Barlow,
2007). Different theories have attempted to show how various affective, cognitive, motivational,
and behavioral factors contribute to the facilitation or inhibition of sexual behavior. The dualcontrol model (Janssen & Bancroft, 2007) posits that sexual activity depends on the balance
between mechanisms of excitation and inhibition. The Emotion-Motivational Model on Sexual
Arousal (Dewitte, 2012) also describes a sequence predicting sexual behavior beginning with
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attention to sexual stimuli, which leads to automatic and conscious appraisals to determine if
something is sexually rewarding. If something is evaluated as positive, then subjective and
physiological arousal may be experienced which could then trigger a motivational approach to
engage in sexual activities. Others have focused on investigating how having strong relationship
approach goals may help maintain sexual desire over time (Impett, Strachman, Finkel, & Gable,
2008). Individuals who view sexual activity as a way to bond and have positive experiences with
their partner may think about sex more, be more sensitive to cues from their partner about their
desire to engage in sex and be readier to initiate and facilitate sexual activity.
As sexual desire and sexual activity are theorized to be independent constructs, and they
may or may not co-occur, it is of particular interest to investigate the temporal relationship
between these two variables. Given the linear models that theorize sexual desire is a precursor to
sexual activity, the first main hypothesis of the current study was that sexual desire positively
predicts sexual activity. With increases in the experience of sexual desire, it was expected that
people will increasingly seek out sexual stimulation and activity. This within-person level
directional prediction is denoted as H1a in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Bi-directional theoretical model: Sexual desire predicting sexual activity and sexual
activity predicting sexual desire.

Hypothesis 1a: Sexual desire positively predicts sexual activity (causal lagged effect).
To further investigate the temporal relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity,
this study also explored a reverse causal lagged effect. Critics of the linear models have posited a
bi-directional relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity; specifically, that sexual
response phases may be cyclical in nature rather than linear. One of the main criticisms of linear
models of the sexual response cycle is that it reflects men’s experiences better than women’s and
treating female sexual dysfunction might be more complicated than the triphasic linear patterns
(desire, arousal, and orgasm) imply (Whipple, 2002). The circular model of female sexual
response builds off Reed’s Erotic Stimulus Pathway theory and proposes that pleasant and
satisfying sexual experiences could lead to subsequent desire phases (Whipple, 2002; Whipple &
Brash- McGreer, 1997). Whipple (2002) further argues women’s satisfaction with their sexual
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experiences is much more complex than the result of simply having experienced intense
physiological arousal or orgasm, as linear models somewhat imply. To better understand
women’s sexual functioning, a variety of other factors need to be investigated, including
relationship quality factors and sexual satisfaction.
In a similar vein, Basson (2001) proposed that women, especially women in long-term
relationships, are driven to have sex for many more reasons than spontaneous sexual desire, such
as intimacy and emotional satisfaction. Basson’s non-linear model of female sexual response
postulates that emotional intimacy helps a woman find sexual stimuli triggers to facilitate
physiological sexual arousal which in turn leads to sexual desire. The experience of sexual desire
and arousal then reinforces emotional and physical satisfaction, creating a cyclical pattern. This
responsive sexual desire, compared to spontaneous sexual desire, is a result of individuals being
motivated to reinforce their relational intimacy by engaging in sexual activity even though they
began sexual activity from a place of “sexual neutrality”. Research has shown there may be some
variation in individual sexual response cycles. One study found that roughly half of women
reported that a model depicting spontaneous desire preceding sexual activity fit their experiences
best, whereas the other half indicated a model depicting responsive sexual desire fit their
experiences best (Sand & Fisher, 2007). Although spontaneous sexual desire may be considered
more typical or ideal in Western cultures, there has been a push to see responsive sexual desire as
normative and healthy (Laan & Both, 2008; Nagoski, 2015).
Unfortunately, little research can speak to long-term effects of sexual activity on sexual
desire. Sexual response cycles strongly articulate a pattern of momentary experiences, especially
linear models, but do not sufficiently address long-term associations between desire and activity.
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One area of literature that may again be helpful in illuminating why sexual activity may predict
sexual desire is research investigating how behavior shapes attitudes. This work explores how
engaging in behaviors subsequently changes attitudes relevant to those behaviors and is based
largely on the theories of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) and self-perception (Bem,
1972). Regarding the sexual response cycle, and again by paralleling attitudes and sexual desire,
it may be that engaging in sexual activity (or not) over time reinforces sexual desire (or a lack
thereof) because people make attributions about their desire from their behavior. If, for example,
sexual desire tends to decrease over time for individuals in long-term monogamous relationships,
as some researchers suggest (Basson, 2001; Gottman, 2011; Hatfield & Sprecher, 1986; Murray,
Milhausen, & Sutherland, 2014; Perel, 2006; Sprecher & Regan, 1998), then a corresponding
reduction in sexual activity might be partially to blame.
The above-mentioned theories highlight the limitations of linear models of the sexual
response cycle, particularly for women, and further argue that understanding the pattern between
desire and activity requires the study of additional individual and relational factors. Individuals
may experience sexual desire in response to sexual activity in an episodic sense but investigating
empirical changes in sexual desire in response to changes in sexual activity over time is
warranted. There is little sexuality theory to claim that changes in the frequency of sexual
activity would lead to subsequent changes in sexual desire over time for both men and women,
despite the intuitive appeal of this idea. Thus, longitudinal designs are needed to investigate the
sexual response pattern, and thus the current study will also test whether changes in sexual
activity predict changes in subsequent sexual desire, denoted by H1b (Figure 1). This exploration
of bi-directionality sought to illuminate the sexual response cycle for both men and women.
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Hypothesis 1b: Sexual activity positively predicts sexual desire (causal lagged effect).
Moderators to the Relationship between Sexual Desire and Sexual Activity
This study also explored a number of individual and relationship factors that could either
help or hinder someone to engage in sexual activity when they experience desire (or potentially,
in the absence of sexual desire). Specifically, these variables included daily experiences of mood,
an evaluation of how an individual feels about their relationship, their general attachment style,
what their motivations are for engaging in sexual activity, and the active steps they take to make
sexual activity happen. The present study investigated two general classes of moderators: a)
within-person daily experiences of mood, and b) between-person relationship quality variables,
including relationship satisfaction, attachment styles, motivations for sex, and sexual
communication.
Mood
Examining the mood literature can provide further useful insight into how affective
functioning influences sexual desire, sexual activity, and the association between the two. Affect
is typically characterized as positively or negatively valenced subjective reactions (Wyer, Clore,
& Isbell, 1999). The construct of affect theoretically encompasses both emotion and mood,
where emotion is typically directed at something or someone and mood represents a state of
emotion without a target or stimulus (Andrade & Cohen, 2007). Therefore, affect regulation is
both emotional regulation and mood regulation (Gross, 1998). Affect regulation models
generally posit that people are driven to attain and maintain a positive mood and avoid or
decrease a negative mood, including the negative relief model (Cialdini, Darby & Vincent,
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1973), mood maintenance (Clark & Isen, 1982), and mood management (Zillmann, 1988). These
theories predict that current mood and anticipated future mood influence behavior and behavioral
decisions. The social constraint model of mood management further highlights the importance of
social context for mood regulation, in that close others can influence mood and subsequent
behavioral choices (Erber& Erber, 2001). This further implies that relationship quality could play
a role in mood regulation and behavior.
Mood and sex have been shown to be strongly related. A study with over 15,000
randomly selected individuals in the U.S. found that frequency of sexual activity and overall
happiness was highly correlated (Blanchflower & Oswald, 2004). There is much evidence to
suggest that mood influences the sexual response cycle, in that positive mood facilitates sexual
responding and negative mood decreases sexual responding (Burleson, Trevathan, & Todd,
2007; Dewitte, Van Lankveld, Vandenberghe, & Loeys, 2015). For example, one longitudinal
daily diary study with adolescent women investigated the association between mood (composites
of positive and negative mood) and frequency of sexual intercourse (Fortenberry, Temkit, Tu,
Graham, Katz, & Orr, 2005). When predicting current day intercourse, prior-day positive mood
and current-day negative mood were associated with a reduction in the likelihood of engaging in
intercourse on the current day. Interestingly, current day positive mood was not a significant
predictor of current day intercourse. However, when predicting current day mood, intercourse
was associated with increased positive mood and decreased negative mood. Another longitudinal
study with depressed youth (ages 15-22) asked participants to report on their affect and
frequency of sexual activity using a momentary sampling method 4-6 times per day for two
weeks (Shrier, Feldman, Black, Walls, Kendall, Lops, & Beardslee, 2012). The results indicated
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that positive affect increased and negative affect decreased in the six hours preceding and
following a sexual experience. The authors suggest that sex can help improve positive affect,
which may be particularly important for regulating low positive affect among individuals with
high levels of depression.
There also might be a bi-directional relationship between mood and sexual activity.
Burleson et al. (2007) conducted a longitudinal study with 58 women over 36 weeks and asked
them to provide daily reports on stressful events, solitary and partnered sexual activity, and
mood. They found that sexual activity with a partner predicted lower negative mood and stress
and higher positive mood on subsequent days. A somewhat similar reverse pattern was also
found, in that increases in positive mood and reduced stress predicted more sexual activity with a
partner. The authors conclude there is a bidirectional relationship between sex and mood; sex can
improve mood and reduce stress but a good mood and reduced stress may also facilitate sexual
activity. In an extension of this work, Dewitte et al. (2015) asked long-term heterosexual couples
over the course of two weeks to report twice daily on mood, feelings about the relationship,
perceived partner behavior, and individual and partnered sexual activity. The results
demonstrated similar bidirectional results between positive mood and frequency of sexual
activity, but additionally highlighted the importance of relationship dynamics, such as individual
positive partner behavior, perceptions of partner’s positive behavior, and positive relational
feelings. Not only is mood important to understanding sexual activity, but relationship
characteristics will play additional moderating roles.
However, sexual activity is only one part of the sexual response cycle. Many studies
involving people with clinical depression or sexual desire disorders often find that sexual desire
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is impaired (Regan & Berscheid, 1999). Negative mood states, such as depression, anxiety, and
anger have often been associated with reductions in sexual desire, arousal, and activity, but not
always (Burleson et al., 2007; Dewitte et al., 2015; Regan & Berscheid, 1999). Some work
suggests that negative, high arousal mood states, such as anxiety and anger, may sometimes lead
to increases in sexual desire. For example, inducing anxiety before or during sexual stimulation
may increase sexual arousal for non-dysfunctional men and women (Barlow, Sakheim, & Beck,
1983; Palace & Gorzalka, 1990). Another study found that men who walked across a fearinducing shaky suspension bridge, compared to men who walked across a non-arousing solid
bridge, produced stories containing greater amounts of sexual imagery in response to an image
taken from the Thematic Apperception Test (Dutton & Aron, 1974). Other research suggests that
increases in sexual desire while feeling depressed or anxious may be related to greater trait
tendencies towards sexual excitation (Bancroft, Janssen, Strong & Vukadinovic, 2003; Bancroft,
Janssen, Strong, Carnes, Vukadinovic, & Long, 2003; Lykins, Janssen, & Graham, 2006). When
a negative mood leads to increased desire and arousal may also depend on context, including the
person with whom someone is interacting and the quality of the relationship (Hatfield & Rapson,
1987).
The above-mentioned studies investigating mood and sex have used composite positive
and negative mood variables (Burleson et al., 2007; Dewitte et al., 2016; Fortenberry et al.,
2005). This is unfortunate because different moods can be characterized along a low-high arousal
dimension and a pleasant-unpleasant dimension (Russell, 1980; Watson & Tellegen, 1985). It is
therefore of interest to examine a person’s mood both in terms of arousal and valence. In line
with this, one qualitative study asked women to describe the factors that influence their sexual
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desire, and a prominent theme that emerged implicated their energy level, particularly fatigue
(Murray & Milhausen, 2012). Specifically, a negative high-arousal mood may moderate the link
between sexual desire and sexual activity more strongly than a negative low-arousal mood. A
positive high-arousal mood may help individuals approach sexual activity when feeling desire
because they have sufficient energy, whereas a low- arousal mood may not provide the same
intensity of motivation. Grouping low arousal and high arousal moods together loses some of the
nuance of how moods influence the sexual response cycle. (See Figure 2)

Figure 2: Mood moderating the relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity.

Hypothesis 2a: Increases in positive mood valence are associated with increases in
sexual activity.
Hypothesis 2b: Increases in mood arousal are associated with increases in sexual
activity.
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Hypothesis 2c: Mood valence moderates the relationship between desire and activity
such that this relationship increases as positive valence increases.
Hypothesis 2d: Arousal moderates the relationship between desire and activity such that
this relationship increases as arousal increases.
Relationship Quality Variables
Relationship satisfaction has been found to be an important variable when studying
dyadic functioning. According to the self-expansion model, people are drawn to be in romantic
relationships with people who provide them opportunities to expand their sense of self, by
seeking new and exciting activities, gaining new perspectives, and enhancing capabilities (Aron
& Aron, 1996). When people grow closer to their relationship partner, their sense of self expands
to include aspects of their relationship partner. People higher in approach motivation also tend to
be more attracted to partners who will provide these types of self-expansion opportunities
(Mattingly, Mcintyre, & Lewandowski, 2012), which suggests that relationship satisfaction
grows out of an increase in self-other overlap.
Many studies have investigated relationship satisfaction as an outcome or predictor of
sexual desire, activity, and satisfaction (Brezsynak & Whisman, 2004; Call, Sprecher, & Swartz,
1995; Mark, 2012), as well as a possible moderator or mediator variable between various
relationship outcomes (Bodenmann, Atkins, Schär, & Poffet, 2010; Bodenmann, Ledermann, &
Bradbury, 2007; Morokoff & Gillilland, 1993). Sexual dysfunction has been associated with
reduced physical and emotional satisfaction and low feelings of happiness (Laumann, Paik, &
Rosen, 1999), and sexual desire has been positively associated with relationship satisfaction and
sexual satisfaction (Mark, 2012). Muise, Schimmack, and Impett (2015) found that for people in
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relationships, relationship satisfaction mediated the association between sexual activity
frequency and general well-being. The results also demonstrated a curvilinear association
between sexual activity frequency and well-being, in that well-being levels off after a sexual
frequency of once a week.
Consistent with previous research, it was expected that increases in relationship
satisfaction predict increases in the frequency of sexual activities. It is also expected that
relationship satisfaction would moderate the association between sexual desire and sexual
activity (See Figure 3).

Figure 3: Relationship quality variables moderating the association between sexual desire and
sexual activity.
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Hypothesis 3a: Relationship satisfaction positively predicts sexual activity.
Hypothesis 3b: Relationship satisfaction moderates the relationship between sexual
desire and sexual activity such that increases in relationship satisfaction strengthen this
relationship.
Attachment style and sexual motivation will also be explored as potential moderators of
the relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity. Based on attachment theory (Hazan &
Shaver, 1987), measures of adult attachment style are generally classified as secure or insecure
and are related to an individual’s ability to engage in affect regulation in relational contexts
(Feeney, 1999). Securely attached individuals engage in warm and sensitive care giving and tend
to seek out social support when experiencing distress. Conversely, insecurely attached
individuals show differences in terms of avoidance or anxiousness in relation to others.
Anxiously attached individuals are especially likely to experience and demonstrate negative
emotions in response to their partners, whereas avoidant individuals tend to be especially
withdrawn. Researchers have proposed that attachment is an important part of relationships
(Feeney, 1999; Feeney & Noller, 1990), and sexual behaviors may serve as one of the means to
reinforce attachment within a dyad (Davis, Shaver, & Vernon, 2004; Johnson & Zuccarini,
2009). Sexual intimacy can help individuals feel especially: (a) emotionally close to their
partner, (b) cared for, and (c) secure in their relationship. Positive attachments may serve as a
buffer against stress and uncertainty by creating a safe environment for people to respond to their
environment (Johnson & Zuccarini, 2009).
Attachment style may have some implications for the frequency with which people have
sex and how they perceive sexual encounters. A review of the research has shown that securely
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attached individuals have better sex lives: They have more sex, experience more positive
emotions during sex, have higher levels of arousal and orgasm, and communicate better about
sex (Stefanou & McCabe, 2012) than individuals who are not securely attached. Avoidant
attachment is associated with avoiding sex for both men and women in long-term committed
relationships (Brassard, Shaver, & Lussier, 2007), and individuals with higher attachment
anxiety report sexual experiences ambivalently (Birnbaum, Reis, Mikulincer, Gillath, & Orpaz,
2006). Birnbaum et al. (2006) suggest that attachment anxiety seemed to amplify the effects of
negative sexual experiences and positive sexual experiences in relationship interactions, whereas
avoidants generally downplay sexual experiences overall in their relationship interactions. This is
consistent with the past literature showing that anxious individuals seek sexual relations as
proximity seeking behavior to reinforce emotional closeness (or be indicative of a lack thereof),
and avoidants avoid the emotional ramifications of their sexual encounters. Other research has
found that the association between attachment avoidance and marital satisfaction is strongest
among couples who engaged in sexual activity infrequently (Little, McNulty, & Russell, 2010).
Little et al. (2010) suggest that engaging in more frequent sex can buffer some of the possible
negative consequences of insecure attachment systems.
Davis et al. (2004) investigated the links between attachment anxiety and avoidance to
overall sexual motivation, as well as a variety of specific motivations. These specific motivations
included sex to achieve emotional closeness or intimacy, obtain approval/reassurance, raise selfesteem, reduce stress, achieve other attachment goals, disarm and protect, control, nurture, and
finally, procreate. Results indicated that certain types of attachment were especially strongly
associated with certain types of motivation. They found that attachment anxiety was positively
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related to all attachment-related specific motivations for sex, except physical pleasure, and to
overall sexual motivation. Avoidance was strongly negatively related to emotional closeness as a
motive for sex, and moderately negatively correlated with motives for reassurance and having
children. Davis et al. suggest that avoidance is more associated with desire for mastery and
control over one’s intimate other, and that sexual behavior may be used to diffuse a partner’s
negative affect. Additionally, there also was a small positive relationship between avoidance and
the motive for stress reduction. The authors suggest this is because avoidants may not necessarily
seek overt emotional support from their partner, but that sex could serve as an indirect way to
reassure and induce closeness for them. Finally, anxiety was related to greater maintenance of
sexual passion over time and avoidance was related to less overall passion and greater loss of
passion over time.
Both attachment style and sexual motivation are potentially important contextual
variables in understanding the relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity. Individuals
higher in approach tendencies, or those with more secure attachment styles, may have an easier
time moving from sexual desire to sexual activity. Certain sexual motivations may also facilitate
sexual activity more so than others; these motivations can be grouped into two general
classifications: interpersonal focused and self-focused. Interpersonal focused sexual motivations,
such as the goal to achieve intimacy, may make it easier for an individual to communicate with
their partner about their sexual desire and subsequently engage in sexual activity. Conversely,
self-focused sexual motivations, such as raising self-esteem, may not provide the same level of
determination. The results from Davis et al. demonstrate that the attachment styles are correlated
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differently with the various sexual motivations, so it was hypothesized that attachment style
could further interact with sexual motivation in facilitating sexual activity.
Hypothesis 4: Attachment style moderates the relationship between sexual desire and
sexual activity such that there is a stronger relationship for those with a secure attachment style
in comparison to those with an insecure attachment style.
Hypothesis 5: Sexual motivation moderates the relationship between sexual desire and
sexual activity such that interpersonal- focused sexual motivations strengthen this relationship,
whereas self-focused sexual motivations weaken this relationship.
Communication will also be explored as an additional variable that could influence the
relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity. Communication is an important factor in
relationship development (Knapp, 1978). Effective communication about sexual desires and
needs is crucial in a romantic relationship because it can have a large impact on both sexual and
relational satisfaction (Sprecher & Cate, 2004; Sprecher & Hendrick, 2004). Communication can
provide an opportunity for people to express their sexual desires to their partner in order to
facilitate sexual activity and to address sexual desire modulation issues (Herbenick, Mullinax, &
Mark, 2014; Murray, Milhausen, & Sutherland, 2014). It has also been shown to mediate the link
between relationship satisfaction and sexual satisfaction (Mark & Jozkowski, 2014). Sexual
communication involves discussing aspects of one’s sexual life with a partner, including desired
activities, safe sex practices, sexual initiation, and the satisfaction derived from certain behaviors
(Holmberg & Blair, 2009). Verbal communication during sex has also been shown to be strongly
positively correlated with sexual self-esteem, nonverbal communication during sex, and sexual
satisfaction, and negatively correlated with general sexual communication apprehension (Babin,
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2012). Research also suggests that communication may be importantly related to how people
handle changes in daily affective functioning (Ledermann, Bodenmann, Rudaz, & Bradbury
2010).
Attachment style may also play a role in how one communicates. For example, one study
found that individuals who are higher in avoidance orientation tended to consistently engage in
negative communication with relationship partners over the course of a conflict discussion,
compared to individuals lower in avoidance orientation who showed declines in the tendency to
engage in negative communication (Kuster et al., 2015). Another study investigated the effects
that engaging in a conflict discussion had on sexual motivation and how this was related to
attachment styles (Birnbaum, Mikulincer, & Austerlitz, 2013). Couples were brought into a lab
and were randomly assigned to a conflict discussion condition or a control condition where they
discussed their daily routine. Participants also completed measures of sexual motivation and
attachment related anxiety and avoidance. The results indicated that engaging in a conflict
discussion had a negative effect on relationship-based motives for sex (e.g., having sex to nurture
one’s partner), regardless of attachment style. Relational conflict increased self-serving
motivations for sex, but only among people with less avoidant partners compared to individuals
with more avoidant partners. In regards to the motivation of sex to provide relief from stress, the
conflict discussion inhibited this motivation when partner’s anxiety was low but not when it was
high. These results suggest that there might be a complex pattern of interactions between
communication, attachment style, and sexual motivations.
The marital communication scale used in the Ledermann et al. (2010) study assessed
different positive and negative communication behaviors, including defensiveness, contempt,
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belligerence, being domineering, and care. If communication has been found to be related to
affective functioning and relationship outcomes, then it will be of interest to examine whether
explicit sexual communication is relevant to the study of the pattern between sexual desire and
sexual activity and the moderating effect of mood.
Hypothesis 6a: Sexual communication positively predicts sexual activity.
Hypothesis 6b: Sexual communication moderates the relationship between sexual desire
and sexual activity such that increases in sexual communication strengthens this relationship.
Exploratory Variables
Much research has also been devoted to studying individual factors that may influence
the sexual response cycle and relationship dynamics. Differences between men and women have
been found in regards to self-reported motivations for sexual activity. Women tend to endorse
more emotional-interpersonal motivations and men tend endorse more recreationalindividualistic motivations (Birnbaum et al., 2013; Hill & Preston, 1996; Meston & Buss, 2007).
Levine (2003) postulates that age and gender are two “master variables” that strongly affect
sexual desire. Many researchers have found evidence of main effects of gender on overall sexual
desire, in that men experience greater sexual desire than women and desire to have sex more
often (for a review see Baumesiter, Cantanese, & Vohs, 2001). Others have argued that within
long-term relationships women’s sexual desire is much more variable then men’s (Leiblum,
2002). A national survey of U.S. adults (Laumman, Paik, & Rosen, 1999) found that sexual
dysfunction was more common among women than men, and that it was also associated with
age. For women, the prevalence of sexual problems declined with age, except for problems with
lubrication. Men experienced increases in physiological issues- erection problems- with age, as
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well as reduced sexual desire. Hypoactive sexual desire is the most common sexual dysfunction
for both women and men, but it is more common among women than men (Lewis, Fugl-Meyer,
Corona, Hayes, Laumann, Moreira, Rellini, & Segraves, 2010). Beutal, Stöbel-Richter, and
Brähler (2008) found that gender and age interacted in predicting sexual desire over time, in that
the decline for women happened earlier.
Individual differences such as age and gender could potentially influence sexual desire
and sexual activity and should be investigated in this study. For men and women, the relationship
pattern between desire and activity could be different, as well as the effect of the moderating
variables.
Other studies have investigated the impact that relationship status has on various
relationship outcomes. Muise et al. (2015) found that the association between sexual frequency
and well-being (measured via a happiness scale) was only significant for people in identified
relationships, not for single people. Some studies have found differences between cohabitating
couples versus married couples in relationship dynamics, including the frequency of sexual
activity (Call, Sprecher, & Schwartz, 1995) and the impact of reduced sexual activity (Yabiku,
Gager, & Johnson, 2009).
Sexual satisfaction could play an important role in understanding the pattern between
sexual desire and sexual activity over time because increases in sexual satisfaction may help
individuals approach subsequent sexual experiences. Certainly, an aspect of sexual desire is
motivational in nature. The experience of sexual desire is associated with wanting and seeking
sexual pleasure (Toates, 2014). Obtaining sexual satisfaction may therefore facilitate later sexual
experiences because individuals may anticipate that the chance of obtaining sexual satisfaction is
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raised by sexual experiences, especially in the context of a good relationship. Research has
indeed found a positive relationship between sexual satisfaction and relationship satisfaction
over time (Byers, 2005). Another longitudinal study examined the relationships between own
and partner relationship satisfaction, sexual satisfaction, and frequency of sex (McNulty,
Wenner, & Fisher, 2015). It was determined that own marital and sexual satisfaction was bidirectionally positively related. Additionally, own sexual satisfaction and frequency of sex were
bi-directionally positively related. Other work has shown that dyadic stress (conceptualized as
marital conflict and tension) covaries with lower sexual satisfaction and greater sexual
dysfunction (Hurlbert, Apt, Hurlbert, & Pierce, 2000). Sexual satisfaction is yet another
important individual variable to investigate as a potential influence on the relationship between
sexual desire and sexual activity. Sexual satisfaction will also be explored as an outcome of
sexual activity.
It is also possible that an individual’s beliefs about sexuality could play a role in
influencing the relationship between desire and sexual activity. This may include both an
individual’s view of acceptable sexual behavior and how confident they feel as a sexual being. A
measure of Sexual Conservatism will be included to assess beliefs about the appropriateness of
sexual behavior (Burt, 1980). If an individual believes in a very restrictive view of sexuality- sex
can only happen under certain contexts or that only men should have strong sex drives- then it
could also indicate an avoidance tendency towards sexual activity, particularly so for women.
This study will include the Sexuality Scale, a measure of sexual-esteem, sexual-depression, and
sexual-preoccupation (Snell & Papini, 1989). This scale was designed to test dispositional
tendencies toward positively evaluating one’s capacity to relate sexually to others (sexual-
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esteem), feeling depressed about the sexual aspects of one’s life (sexual-depression), and being
absorbed and obsessed with sexual matters (sexual-preoccupation). Research has found
significant correlations between sexual-esteem and men and women’s beliefs about taking a
communal, communicative, and interpersonal approach to sexual relationships, and conversely,
more sexually-depressed men and women were more likely to hold manipulative and selfinterested views of sexual relationships (Snell, Fisher, & Schuh, 1992). It is therefore of interest
to examine whether these individual differences might help explain individuals’ approach or
avoidance tendencies when engaging in sexual activity with their partner.

CHAPTER 2
METHOD
Participants
Northern Illinois University students were recruited from undergraduate psychology
courses, communication courses, and management courses. The instructors of each course were
told how much of the study the students completed, and the amount of course credit assigned to
participating students was left to the discretion of the instructor.
A total of 156 individuals who self-identified as having a current romantic relationship
responded to the initial survey (103 women, 53 men, Mage= 22.27, SDage = 3.45, Range: 18-43
years old; 3 individuals did not specify their age1). The ethnicity of the sample was fairly diverse
(58.3% Caucasian/white, 15.4% African American/black, 16.0% Hispanic/Latino, 4.5% Asian
American, 3.8% biracial, and 1.9% Middle Eastern).
A little over half the participants reported having their high school diploma and some
college (55.1%), whereas the remainder of the participants had either their associate’s degree
(42.3%) or bachelor’s degree (2.6%). Similarly, a little over half the sample reported their

1

An age imputation analysis was conducted so that these three individuals would be retained in the main analyses.
Gender was used as the variable for the age imputation. The mean age after including the imputations was 22.32, SD
= 3.50.
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religion to be some form of Christianity (59.6%; 34.0% not applicable/atheist, 2.6% not
sure/agnostic, 2.6% Muslim, .6% Pagan/Wiccan, 0.6% missing).
The sample was predominately heterosexual (87.8% heterosexual, 1.9% gay or lesbian,
7.1% bisexual, 0.6% heteroflexible, 0.6% queer/pansexual, 1.9% other: “asexual” or
“heteroromantic bisexual”) and in a serious long-term committed relationship (78.2% serious
long-term, 7.7% engaged, 4.5% married, 0.6% in a domestic partnership) compared to a shortterm relationship (9.0% casual/short- term). The average relationship length was 2.20 years (SD
= 1.94 years; range: 3 weeks- 9 years). Age and relationship length were positively correlated,
r(153) = .31, p < .001. A total of 72.4% of the sample reported not currently living with their
partner. For the 27.6% of the sample who did currently live with their partner, the average length
they had lived with their partner was 1.74 years (SD = 1.87 years; ange: 2 months to 6.5 years).
The majority of participants did not have children (96.2%; 3.8% had children).
Men and women were not statistically different regarding age or average relationship
length. There was also no relationship between gender and religion (dichotomized: religious vs.
not religious) or gender and relationship status. There was a non-significant trend toward a
relationship between gender and ethnicity, χ2(5) = 10.07, p = .07, in that there was slightly
greater diversity among the ethnicity of the women than that of the men. There was also a
nonsignificant trend toward a relationship between gender and sexual orientation, χ2(5) = 8.91, p
= .10. For example, 10.67% of women self-identified as bisexual, compared to 0% of men.
Procedure
The study was advertised as a “Study of Relationship Dynamics.” To recruit participants,
the researcher attended class sessions to pass out the recruitment flyer and explain the purpose of
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the study. The recruitment flyer contained information about how to participate in the study, and
specifically that there were three parts to the study: (a) an initial survey, (b) 28 daily surveys
(four times a day for seven days), and (c) a final survey. The recruitment flyer explicitly stated
participation would be kept confidential but identifying information would be collected and the
researcher would know how much of the study each participant completed. If an individual was
interested in participating, they were instructed to do two things: (a) contact the researcher by
email to identify some basic demographics (course participating in, relationship status2, and
mobile phone number), and (b) text a keyword into a five-digit short code. It was therefore
required that participants must have cell service capable of sending and receiving texts from a
five-digit short code.
Upon contacting the researcher by email, the researcher assigned each participant a
unique participant number. This number was used to track each person’s participation over time
across the multiple surveys. By texting the keyword to the five-digit short code, each
participant’s mobile phone number was entered into the text messaging service Trumpia.
Trumpia was used to send text messages to the participants over the course of the study. Each
text message contained a unique link to a Qualtrics survey which included the following
embedded information in the URL: the participant number, and in the case of the daily surveys,
which daily survey to which participants were responding (e.g., Day 1 Time 4).

2

Although the study was primarily aimed at individuals in existing romantic relationships, the researcher offered an
alternate version of the study, and this was clearly communicated during the in-person recruitment. This was done
primarily to provide a participation opportunity to all students in a class. The alternate version of the initial survey
did not include relationship focused measures, such as relationship satisfaction, dyadic sexual communication,
general sexual satisfaction, and sexual motivation. In the daily surveys the alternate version still included the same
daily assessments of sexual desire, sexual activity, and mood. In responding to sexual activity, however, the
phrasing was “a partner” instead of “your partner”. Because the a priori inclusion criteria for this dissertation specify
that participants must be in a relationship, the analyses of the alternate version have not been included in this
document.
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The link to the initial survey was sent after confirming the participant’s mobile phone
number was successfully in the Trumpia service. The initial online survey asked questions
regarding demographics (e.g., age, gender, etc.), relationship status and characteristics (e.g.,
length, satisfaction, sexual satisfaction, and perceptions of sexual communication), attachment
style, and sexual motivations (see Appendix A). It also included preferences for when the
participant would like to be contacted four times a day. Participants chose a single hour block
from four different hour blocks within four different time slots to identify the best four times of
the day to be contacted for the daily surveys (see Appendix A; morning block: 7-8 am, 8-9 am,
9-10 am, or 10- 11 am, early afternoon block: 11 am-12 pm, 12-1 pm, 1-2 pm, or 2- 3 pm, late
afternoon block: 3-4 pm, 4-5 pm, 5-6 pm, or 6-7 pm, and evening block: 7-8 pm, 8-9 pm, 9-10
pm, or 10-11 pm). This was done to give participants the maximum amount of choice for when
to be contacted throughout the day. If the participants did not specify a time slot, they were
randomly assigned one for each time slot.
The first daily diary assessments were sent out on the Monday following initial contact
with the researcher and successful completion of the initial survey. Each assessment included
measures regarding mood, sexual desire, sexual motivation, partnered and solitary sexual activity
and physical intimacy with partner, and satisfaction with those activities (see Appendix B).
A link to the final survey was sent to participants at 10:00 am the day after the last daily
diary survey. This final survey included a series of open-ended questions and debriefing (see
Appendices C and F).
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Materials
Demographics
Individual demographic questions assessed gender, sexual orientation, age, ethnicity,
educational achievement, and religion. Relationship demographic questions such as relationship
length, relationship status, co-habitation, and number of children were included. Participants
were also asked if they (a) engage in any sexual activities with their relationship partner (more
than ten times a year on average), and (b) the frequency of partnered sexual activity in an
average week. The goal of these questions was to assess whether participants are in a sexless
relationship or not (Laumann, Michaels, Gagnon, & Michaels, 1994). Please see Appendix A for
the complete list of demographic questions.
Relationship Satisfaction
The Relationship Assessment Scale (RAS; Hendrick, 1988) was used to assess
participants’ satisfaction with their partner. It is composed of seven question prompts.
Participants are asked to answer each question using a 5-point scale, and the response options
change depending on the prompt. For example, “How good is your relationship” uses poor (1),
average (3), and excellent (5), whereas “How much do you love your partner” uses not much (1),
average (3), and very much (5). Previous research has reported Cronbach’s alpha for this scale to
be .86 (Hendrick, 1988). In the current study Cronbach’s alpha was .83. Please see Appendix A
for the list of items.
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Sexual Communication
The Dyadic Sexual Communication Scale (DSC; Catania, 1998) was used to measure the
quality of participants’ communication process with their sexual partner. This 13- item scale asks
participants to respond to questions such as, “My partner and I never seem to resolve our
disagreements about sexual matters”, “I have little difficulty telling my partner what I do or don’t
do sexually”, and “There are sexual issues or problems in our sexual relationship that we have
never discussed” on a 6-pt scale (1 = disagree strongly, 6 = agree strongly). Internal consistency
for the DSC is good (Cronbach’s alpha = .81; test-retest Cronbach’s alpha = .89; single factor;
Catania, Pollack, McDermott, Qualls, & Cole, 1990). In the current study the Cronbach’s alpha
was .83. Please see Appendix A for the items and instruction prompt.
Attachment Style
The Relationship Questionnaire (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991) was used to determine
participants’ attachment style. The questionnaire is composed of vignettes that describe four
different attachment styles: secure, dismissing, preoccupied, and fearful. Participants were asked
to select the description that best categorized their attitude toward romantic relationships. The
four vignettes are shown in Appendix A.
Sexual Satisfaction
The Index of Sexual Satisfaction (ISS; Hudson, 1998; Hudson, Harrison & Crosscup,
1981) was used to measure participants’ degree of sexual satisfaction in their relationship. The
questionnaire contains 25 items, such as “Our sex life is very exciting”, “I try to avoid sexual
contact with my partner”, and “My partner is very sensitive to my sexual needs and desires.”
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Items are measured on a 7-pt scale (1= none of the time, 2 = very rarely, 3 = a little of the time, 4
= some of the time, 5 = a good part of the time, 6 = most of the time, 7 = all of the time). The
internal consistency of the ISS has been reported to be .92 (Hudson, 1998). In the current study
Cronbach’s alpha was .92. Please see Appendix A for all the items.
Motivations for Engaging in Sex
The Affective and Motivational Orientation Related to Erotic Arousal Questionnaire (Hill
& Preston, 1996) measures eight different motivations for sex. The scale is composed of 62
statements, and participants were asked to rate how true or characteristic each statement is of
them using a 5-point scale ranging from not at all true (1) to moderately true (3), to completely
true (5) (see Appendix A). These motivations include to (a) feel emotionally valued by one’s
partner, (b) express one’s feelings of emotional value for one’s partner, (c) obtain relief from
stress or from negative psychological states, (d) provide one’s partner with nurturance or stress
relief, (e) enhance one’s feelings of power, (f) experience the power of one’s sexual partner, (g)
experience pleasure, and (h) to procreate. The internal consistencies of the subscales have been
reported in the range of .76 to .93, and all of the subscales have been found to positively
correlate with each other with the exception of Procreation, which was only significantly
negatively correlated with the subscales Valued by Partner and Pleasure (Hill & Preston, 1996).
In the current study, the Cronbach’s alphas corresponding to the subscales listed above are the
following: (a) .89, (b) .90, (c) .95, (d) .85, (e) .90, (f) .92, (g) .81, and (h) .55.
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Sexual Conservatism
The Sexual Conservatism subscale (Burt, 1980) is a 10- item measure assessing beliefs
about the appropriateness of certain sexual acts and the conditions under which sex should or
shout not occur (see Appendix A). It is measured on a 7-pt scale (1 = strongly agree, 7 = strongly
disagree). An example item is “Masturbation is a normal sexual activity.” This subscale has been
found to have good internal reliability (Cronbach’s alpha = .81; Burt, 1980). In the current study
Cronbach’s alpha was .79.
Sexuality
Different from assessing one’s sexual orientation, the Sexuality Scale (Snell & Papini,
1989) was designed to measure sexual-esteem (example item “I am a good sexual partner.”),
sexual-depression (example item “I am disappointed about the quality of my sex life.”), and
sexual-preoccupation (example item “I think about sex all the time.”) (see Appendix A). These
items are measured on a 5-pt scale (1= agree, 2= slightly agree, 3= neither agree nor disagree,
4= slightly disagree, 5= disagree). All three subscales have been found to have good internal
consistency (Cronbach’s alphas above .9; Snell & Papini, 1989). In the current study, Cronbach’s
alpha was .87, .82, and .87 for sexual-esteem, sexual-depression, and sexual-preoccupation,
respectively.
Current Mood
The Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM; Bradley & Lang, 1994) was used to assess the
affective dimensions of valence, arousal, and dominance (see Appendix B). These three
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dimensions are represented by five graphics, and participants are instructed to select the image or
space in between the images that best represents how they currently feel, resulting in a 9- point
response scale. In previous research the SAM was found to be strongly correlated with
traditional semantic differentials (e.g., “happy” to “unhappy”), indicating that it is an easy, quick,
and non-verbal way to assess someone’s affect or current mood (Bradley & Lang, 1994). For the
purposes of this study, greater numbers on the response scale correspond to increases in positive
mood for valence, increases in arousal, and increases in feelings of dominance.
Current Sexual Desire
Two measures were used to measure sexual desire, for a total of four items. The wording
for these items were based on the original Hurlbert et al. (2000) items. Hurlbert et al.’s first
measure asks participants to rate their average sexual desire on a 9-pt scale. The second measure
is composed of three yes/no statements (e.g., “I thought about sex today”; 0 = no, 1 = yes).
Hurlbert et al. (2000) found that the second measure had good internal consistency (Cronbach’s
alpha =.88) and the two measures were highly correlated (r = .75). They also found that the
within-subject correlation of these measures was .60. These original items are reworded to reflect
current sexual desire, rather than a retrospective sexual desire. In the current study Cronbach’s
alpha for the three yes/no statements was .88, and the two measures were highly correlated,
r(3,547) = .76, p < .001.
Current Sexual Motivation
Based on the measure by Hurlbert et al. (2000), five items were used to measure a
participant’s behavioral tendency to approach or avoid sex (see Appendix B). Items are scaled
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positively or negative depending on the number of times they approached sex (positive) or
avoided sex (negative). Internal consistency of these items has been reported to be .92 (Hurlbert
et al., 2000). Cronbach’s alpha in the current study was .68.
Sexual and Physical Activities
Participants were first asked if they had interacted with their partner since the last time
they took an assessment. Then they were asked whether or not they had engaged in physical
intimacy and sexual activity with their partner (binary “Yes”/ “No”, see Appendix B; this was
the same list of sexual activities the participants saw on the initial survey). Participants were then
asked whether or not they engaged in solitary sexual activity (again, a definition was provided).
For each activity, participants were asked how satisfied they were overall with those activities.
End Survey Additional Questions
A few follow-up questions were asked after participants completed the daily diary
surveys (see Appendix C). The purpose of these open-ended questions was to further examine
contextual factors that might help to illuminate the relationships between the study variables and
to provide qualitative data that might inform future studies. First, participants were asked if there
were any times they experienced sexual desire in the last seven days but did not engage in sexual
activity, and if so, to describe the reasons why. Additionally, participants were asked to describe
any circumstances in their life over the last seven days that might have prevented them from
engaging in sexual activity with their partner. Similarly, participants were also asked to describe
any circumstances in their life over the last seven days that helped facilitate sexual activity with
their partner.

CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
Inclusion, Attrition, Response Rate, and Data Cleaning
To be included in the final sample (both initial survey and daily survey), participants
could not be considered to have a sexless relationship (never engaging in sexual activity). Three
methods were used to identify sexless relationships: (a) saying “no” to engaging in sexual
activity more than ten times a year on average in the initial survey; (b) identifying an average
sexual activity per week of zero in the initial survey, and (c) not engaging in sexual activity over
the course of the study as identified by the daily survey. To be considered sexless, participants
must have met all three exclusion criteria, but none of the participants met all three criteria, and
thus, all 156 participants were retained.
Out of the 156 participants who completed the initial survey, two did not complete any
portion of the daily survey data collection. For those 154 individuals who completed some
portion of the daily diaries, the average response rate across the 28 daily surveys before data
cleaning was 82.67% (n = 3,565). A thorough visual inspection of the daily survey data set was
conducted. If participants completed two different surveys at the same time (based on the time
stamp), then these were removed because it was not clear if the participants were responding
retrospectively or for that current time period. If a participant completed a duplicate of a survey,
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the time stamp was checked. If it was a true duplicate (i.e., for some reason the participant
completed it twice), the second survey was deleted. If it was a survey completed out of order
(i.e., they meant to respond to the early afternoon survey but responded to the morning survey
accidentally), the survey was re-labeled to reflect the appropriate daily survey. Last, any daily
survey was deleted if it was missing any of the following: (a) more than two yes/no sexual desire
items, (b) more than two yes/no sexual motivation items, (c) the mood items, and (d) no response
to the first partner yes/no interaction question. After data cleaning, the average response rate
across the 28 daily surveys was 82.25% (n = 3,547) and the modal number of daily surveys
completed was 28. These results indicate a high level of responsiveness to the daily surveys from
the 154 respondents.
Preliminary Analyses
As a starting point, data from both the daily survey and the initial survey were analyzed
to examine internal reliability of scale measures, mean values of scale measures, and bivariate
correlations among the measures.
On the daily survey, two measures were used to assess current sexual desire. The first
was an item that captured responses on a nine-point ordinal category scale, and the second was
computed from a series of three yes/no questions. The latter appeared to have good internal
consistency and thus, a composite was created. These two measures were highly correlated,
r(3,547) = .76, p < .001 (see Table 1). For subsequent multilevel modeling, it was decided to use
the composite measure based on the binary sexual desire items because of the strong internal
consistency. It was assumed that the composite would be a more reliable measure of sexual
desire than the individual measure.
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Table 1
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for Sexual Desire and Mood Measured on the
Daily Surveys
Measure (n =
3,547)
1. Scale desire

Mean
1
2
3
4
5
(SD)
2.23
.74**
.38**
.63**
.39**
(2.38)
2. Binary
0.24
.76**
.30**
.57**
.33**
desire
(0.39)
3. Mood
5.71
.37**
.30**
.47**
.49**
valence
(2.22)
4. Mood
3.78
.62**
.54**
.47**
.51**
arousal
(2.50)
5. Mood
4.49
.33**
.28**
.51**
.52**
dominance
(2.38)
Note. ** p < .001. Correlations below the diagonal represent the original within-person
correlations, and above the diagonal represent the correlations after partialling out participant.

A composite of the daily yes/no sexual motivation items was created given the minimally
acceptable level of internal consistency. Sexual motivation was highly correlated with the
ordinal-category scale measure of sexual desire, r(3, 547) = .42, p < .001, and the binary sexual
desire composite, r(3, 547) = .41, p < .001.
The three single-item measures of mood valence, mood arousal, and mood dominance,
showed a moderate level of average current mood across the 28 times points (see Table 1). The
three mood measures- valence, arousal, and dominance- were all highly positively correlated
with each other as well as with both measures of sexual desire. In comparison with previous
literature, the Bradley and Lang (1994) work creating the SAM measure found that valence and
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arousal were uncorrelated with each other, but experimental research examining people’s
reactions to unpleasant and unpleasant images found that as mood increased in response to the
pleasant pictures, so did mood arousal (the correlation for men was .68 and for women it was
.20; Bradley, Codispoti, Sabatinelli, & Lang, 2014). These results suggest that people might have
been heuristically responding to the mood items. People might have interpreted the three mood
items to be measuring the same thing, not differentiating between valence, arousal, and
dominance. Participants might have then responded to the mood arousal and mood dominance
items in a consistent manner with the negativity/positivity of their current mood.
Figure 4 shows the average daily means of sexual desire, mood valence, mood arousal,
and average daily frequency of sexual activity across the 28 time points (the within-person
variables that are used for subsequent multilevel modeling). The graph shows that mood arousal
and mood valence showed a similar pattern over time- corresponding increases and decreaseswhich is consistent with the bivariate correlations. The daily pattern seemed to indicate mood
valence and mood arousal dips from morning to early afternoon but then rises in the late
afternoon and continues to do so in the evening.
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Figure 4:

The average mean desire, mood valence, mood arousal, and frequency of sexual

activity across the 28 days.
Note. Scale desire was on a 0-8 scale, binary desire was on a 0-1 scale, mood valence and mood
arousal were on a 1-9 scale, and sexual frequency was on a 0-1 scale.

The average sexual frequency across the week was 2.93 times (SD = 2.68), with a range
of 0 times to 14 times. Average reports of sexual activity were highest at the morning assessment
(M = 0.24, SD = 0.19) and at the evening assessment (M = 0.11, SD = 0.17) compared to the
early afternoon assessment (M = 0.09, SD = 0.18) or the late afternoon assessment (M = 0.08, SD
= 0.15). This suggests that people were more likely to have sex sometime after an evening
assessment and before the next day’s morning assessment, as well as sometime between after the
late afternoon assessment and before the evening assessment.
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Composite scores for the ordinal-category individual difference measures from the initial
survey were created given the acceptable levels of internal consistency. Table 2 shows the
means, standard deviations, and correlations for those measures. As can be seen in the table, the
participants reported fairly high levels of relationship satisfaction, sexual communication, sexual
satisfaction, and sexual-esteem. The sample also evidenced low levels of sexual-depression and
sexual conservatism. Relationship satisfaction was highly correlated with sexual communication
and sexual satisfaction, and it was negatively correlated with sexual depression.
A total of 34.6% of the sample identified as having a secure attachment style, whereas
21.2% identified as Dismissing, 12.8% identified as Preoccupied, and 31.4% identified as
Fearful. There was a relationship between gender and attachment style, χ2(3) = 21.51, p < .001.
Whereas the majority of the men identified as having a Secure attachment style (Secure = 30,
Dismissing = 12, Preoccupied = 4, Fearful = 7), women’s attachment styles were more varied
(Secure = 24, Dismissing = 21, Preoccupied = 16, Fearful = 42).
In regards to sexual motivation, with the exception of the Procreation subscale, the
AMORE subscales were all consistently highly positively correlated with each other (all ps <
.001) (see Table 2). Procreation was only positively correlated with Emotionally Valued By
Partner, r(153) = .24, p = .003, Relief from Stress, r(153) = .18, p = .03, and Enhancement of
Power, r(153) = .20, p = .02. A Principal Axis Factoring analysis was conducted given that the
subscales were correlated with each other. Direct Oblimin rotation was selected because many
correlations were above Tabachnick and Fidell’s (2013) recommended .32 level. The results
indicated that the Procreation subscale did not load well on to the same factor as the other seven

Table 2
Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for the Individual Difference Variables Measured on the Initial Survey
Measure (n)
1. Relationship Satisfaction (156)
2. Sexual Communication (156)
3. Sexual Satisfaction (155)
4. Sexual Conservatism (149)
5. Sexual- Esteem (149)
6. Sexual- Preoccupation (149)
7. Sexual- Depression (150)
8. EVBP (153)
9. EVFP (153)
10. Nurturance (153)
11. Stress Relief (153)
12. Procreation (153)
13. Pleasure (153)
14. Enhancement of Power (153)
15. Experiencing Power (153)

Mean
(SD)
4.26
(0.65)
5.14
(0.76)
5.84
(0.78)
2.42
(1.02)
3.84
(0.74)
2.86
(0.80)
1.91
(0.68)
2.87
(0.99)
3.81
(0.89)
3.43
(0.91)
2.65
(0.97)
2.09
(0.67)
3.64
(0.86)
2.84
(0.89)
3.26
(1.00)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

.44*

-

.52*

.68*

-

-.14

-.16

-.15

-

.10

.41*

.45*

-.12

-

.02

-.01

.20*

-.11

.20*

-

-.30*

-.57*

-.71*

.24*

-.55*

-.17*

-

-.03

-.20*

-.01

.04

-.10

.30*

-.03

-

.14

.02

.28*

-.07

.07

.28*

-.31*

.57*

-

.12

-.04

.18*

.12

.06

.27*

-.19*

.64*

.64*

-

-.02

-.14

.07

.12

.07

.47*

-.09

.68*

.51*

.65*

-

.02

-.05

-.15

.41*

-.12

-.05

.22*

.24*

-.02

.08

.18*

-

.05

.11

.26*

-.06

.20*

.40*

-.29*

.50*

.69*

.59*

.65*

-.02

-

.09

-.01

.17*

.14

.13

.32*

-.09

.40*

.46*

.51*

.53*

.19*

.61*

-

.02

-.03

.18*

-.08

.03

.34*

-.17*

.30*

.30*

.32*

.40*

.01

.56*

.54*

-

Note. * p < .05. Measures 8 through 15 are subscales of the AMORE scale. EVBP =Emotionally Valued by One’s Partner. EVFP=
Emotional Value for One’s Partner.
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subscales. Because of this, a single dimension of sexual motivation was created with the
exception of the Procreation subscale.
In regards to gender, men and women scored differently on a few subscales of sexual
motivation. Men scored higher on sexual motivation relating to Procreation (M = 2.26, SD =
0.77) than women (M = 2.01, SD = 0.60), t(151) = 2.25, p = .03, and on the Relief from Stress
subscale, (Men: M = 2.87, SD= 0.96; Women: M = 2.53, SD = 0.97), t(151) = 2.09, p = .04.
Conversely, there were two non- significant trends for variables where women scored higher: (a)
Emotional Value for Partner (Women: M = 3.90, SD = 0.87; Men: M = 3.64, SD = 0.91), t(151) =
1.76, p = .08, and (b) Experiencing the Power of One’s Partner (Women: M = 3.36, SD = 1.08;
Men: M = 3.08, SD = 0.81), t(151) = 1.65, p = .10.
There were no gender differences regarding relationship satisfaction, sexual
communication, or sexual satisfaction. However, in regards to Sexual Conservatism, men
reported higher levels (M = 2.90, SD = 1.05) than women (M = 2.17, SD = 0.92), t(147) = 4.38, p
< .001.
There were also significant gender differences on the Sexuality Scale. Men reported
higher levels of sexual esteem (M = 4.03, SD = 0.73) than women (M = 3.74, SD = 0.73), t(147)
= 2.29, p =.04, and higher levels of sexual preoccupation (M = 3.04, SD = 0.81) than women (M
= 2.77, SD = 0.78), t(147) = 1.99, p = .05.
Substantive Analyses: The Relationship between Sexual Desire and Sexual Activity
The longitudinal analyses focused on two sets of directional effects: (a) how withinperson changes in sexual desire corresponded with sexual activity, and (b) how within-person
changes in sexual activity corresponded with sexual desire. The data were analyzed using
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multilevel modeling and estimated with Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) software 7.0. The
observations across the 28 time points are nested within the individual, and changes in desire,
mood, and activity are represented through a two-level model with time-varying predictors at
Level 1 and stable person or relationship characteristics at Level 2. For the first directional effect
(desire predicting sex), generalized linear models with a binary (Bernoulli) outcome were tested.
For the second directional effect (sex predicting desire), linear growth models were tested with a
continuous outcome using maximum likelihood estimation.
Null Model: Predicting Sex
First, an intercept-only model was tested to determine the log- odds of sexual activity
across persons.
Intercept-only model: Predicting the log-odds of sex
Level 1 equation:
Prob(SEXti=1|πi) = ϕti
log[ϕti/(1 - ϕti)] = ηti
ηti = γ0i
Level 2 equation:
γ0i = γ00 + τ0i
In these equations γ00 indicates the average log-odds of sexual activity across persons across time
(fixed effect), and τ0i indicates the deviation from the average log-odds of sexual activity for
each person (random effect).
The average odds of sexual activity was 0.13 [CI: 0.11- 0.16], γ00 = -2.02, t(153) = 25.07, p < .001. Therefore, the average probability of a person having sex within a particular
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time period was 11.68%3. There was significant variation among participants in the log-odds of
sexual activity, τ0i = 0.54, χ2(153) = 386.29, p < .001, meaning that participants significantly
varied from each other in terms of the odds of having sex across time. The intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) was calculated as a measure of the variation in the odds of sexual activity
among participants. The ICC was .14, and the design effect (DEFF) was 4.084. The ICC and
DEFF give an indication to the extent to which clustering matters (the degree to which standard
errors are inflated) and helps identify when multilevel modeling analyses would be appropriate
(Nezlek, 2008). A general rule of thumb is that a DEFF above 2 indicates that clustering matters
(Lai & Kowk, 2015).
It was also of interest to explore whether or not the log-odds of sexual activity varied
across the 28 time points varied among persons. A random coefficients growth model (slopes
allowed to vary) was analyzed, with the log-odds of sexual activity as the DV and time as a
level-1 predictor (see Figure 5). The odds of sexual activity across the time points was 0.21 [CI:
0.17-0.27], γ00 = -1.54, t(153) = -14.07, p < .001, indicating the probability of engaging in sexual
activity at a mid-point in time was 17.67%. There was a non-significant trend in the average logodds of sexual activity among participants, τ00 = 0.30, χ2(152) = 177.49, p = .08, consistent with
the null model. Time was a significant negative predictor of the log-odds of sexual activity, γ10 =
-0.04, t(153) = -4.62, p < .001. The odds ratio for time was .96 [CI: 0.94- 0.98], indicating a 49%
reduction in sexual activity over time; across the 28 time points, people tended to engage in less

3

The formula for converting odds to a probability is 1/ (1+ exp(-γ)). Odds greater than 1 imply a probability greater
than 50% and odds less than 1 imply a probability less than 50%. Odds close to 1 imply a probability of 50%.
4
The formula for calculating ICC for a multilevel generalized linear model with a dichotomous outcome is τ
/(τ+3.29). The formula for calculating the design effect (DEFF) is 1+ [(m-1)(ICC)], where m reflects the average
number of repeatedly measured outcomes. In the current study the average response rate per person was 23.
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sex. However, the effect of time on the log-odds of sexual activity also varied across participants,
τ10 = 0.004, χ2(152) = 236.51, p < .001; that is, the slopes of the log-odds of sexual activity over
time among participants significantly varied, indicating that for some people the log-odds of
sexual activity increased whereas it decreased for others (as seen in Figure 5).
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Figure 5:

The log-odds of sexual activity across the 28 time points.

Note. The random coefficients model (slopes allowed to vary) predicting the log-odds of sexual
activity with time as a Level 1 predictor. The log-odds of sexual activity decreased over time.
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Sexual Desire Predicting Sexual Activity
Hypothesis 1a stated that sexual desire would predict subsequent sexual activity. To test
the lagged effect of sexual desire predicting sexual activity for Hypothesis 1a, a dataset was
created where Time t-1 desire aligned with Time t sexual activity (i.e., Time 1 desire aligned
with Time 2 sexual activity, Time 2 desire with Time 3 sexual activity, and so on). This resulted
in a dataset with 27 time points and 3,054 valid assessments (where both desire and sexual
activity was collected). A 2-level generalized multilevel model was fitted with sex as the binary
DV and sexual desire as a level-1 predictor (group mean centered).
Model 1 baseline: Sexual desire as a predictor of sexual activity
Level 1 equation:
Prob(SEXti=1|πi) = ϕti
log[ϕti/(1 - ϕti)] = ηti
ηti = γ0i + γ1i *(Desire t-1ti)
Level 2 equation:
γ0i = γ00 + τ 0i
γ1i = γ10 + τ 1i
In these equations γ00 indicates the average log-odds of sexual activity across persons across time
(fixed effect), τ0i indicates the deviation from the average log-odds of sexual activity for each
person (random effect), γ10 indicates the effect of sexual desire on predicted log-odds of sexual
activity (fixed effect), and τ1i indicates the deviation from the effect of sexual desire on the
predicted effect of sexual desire on sexual activity (random effect).
The odds for sexual activity was 0.09 [CI: 0.08-.12], γ00 = -2.37, t(152) = -23.33, p <
.001, therefore the average probability of someone engaging in sex across time was 8.55%.
Desire at Time t-1 was a significant positive predictor of the log-odds of sexual activity at Time
t, γ10 = 1.14, t(152) = 6.27, p < .001 (see Figure 6). Increases in sexual desire were associated
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with a corresponding increase in the log-odds of sexual activity (Odds ratio: 3.12, [CI: 2.184.47]). For each unit increase in desire there was a corresponding 95.78% increase in the
probability of engaging in sexual activity. The log-odds of sexual activity varied significantly
across participants, τ0i = 0.81, χ2(140) = 373.46, p < .001. The effect of desire predicting the logodds of sexual activity did not vary significantly across participants, τ1i = .53, χ2(140) = 138.39,
p > . 50. Thus, the relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity appeared to be
consistent among participants. These results supported Hypothesis 1a.
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Figure 6:

Hypothesis 1a: Sexual desire predicting sexual activity.

Note. The effect of desire on the log-odds of sexual activity was significantly positive, and the
effect of desire on the logs-odds of sexual activity did not vary across persons.
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Using the above baseline model, to examine the effect of time on the log-odds of sexual
activity when holding sexual desire constant, Time was then entered as a Level 1 predictor. Time
was not a significant predictor of the log-odds of sexual activity when holding desire constant,
γ20 = 0.01, t(152) = 1.40, p = .16, Odds ratio: 1.01 [0.99- 1.04]. However, the effect of time on
the log-odds of sexual activity significantly varied across participants, τ20 = 0.005, χ2(139) =
167.77, p = .05. This finding is similar to the previously reported model showing the slopes of
the log-odds of sexual activity varied significantly across persons. At a midpoint of time, desire
was still a significant predictor of sexual activity, and the effect of desire on sexual activity
across participants did not vary.
Based on Hurlbert et al.’s (2000) theorizing, sexual motivation was then explored as a
further variable in explaining sexual activity. Sexual motivation is conceptualized as the
behavioral component in Hurlbert et al.’s sexual response cycle. An initial model was fitted that
included sexual motivation (grand-mean centered) as a Level 1 predictor of the log-odds of
sexual activity (allowing slopes to vary). Sexual motivation was a significant predictor of the
log-odds of sexual activity, γ10 = 1.71, t(152) = 5.71, p < .001, Odds ratio: 5.54 [3.07- 10.04],
meaning that a one unit increase in sexual motivation was associated with a 99.61% increase in
the probability of having sex. The linear effect of motivation on sexual activity across
participants did not vary, τ10 = 1.68, χ2(135) = 137.05, p = .44. A second model was fitted that
included sexual desire and sexual motivation as simultaneous Level 1 predictors (not allowing
slopes to vary). Holding sexual desire constant, sexual motivation was a significant positive
predictor of the log-odds of sexual activity, γ20 = 0.96, t(2,899) = 3.22, p = .001, Odds ratio: 2.60
[1.45- 4.65]. Sexual desire was a significant predictor while holding sexual motivation constant,
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γ10 = 0.91, t(2,899) = 5.41, p < .001, Odds ratio: 2.47 [CI: 1.78- 3.43]. These results indicate that
sexual motivation, or behaviorally indicating to one’s partner the wish to engage in sex, helps
facilitate sexual activity.
It was then of interest to fit a model in which desire predicted the log-odds of sexual
activity controlling for initial sexual desire. In order to fit this model, the value of a person’s first
sexual desire measure from the daily survey (whatever time point that was) was entered as a
Level 2 variable. Initial sexual desire was therefore included in the baseline model at Level 2 to
fit an intercepts- and- slopes- as- outcomes model (testing the effect of initial desire on the logodds of sexuality and the Level 2 effect of initial desire on the Level 1 effect of desire on the log
odds of sexual activity). Initial sexual desire was not a significant predictor of the log-odds of
sexual activity γ01= -0.05, t(151) = -0.22, p = .83, Odds ratio: 0.95 [CI: 0.58- 1.56], nor did initial
sexual desire predict the Level 1 effect of sexual desire on the log-odds of sexual activity, γ11= 0.41, t(151) = -0.95, p = .34, Odds ratio: 0.67 [CI: 0.29- 1.55]. At Level 1, sexual desire was still
a significant positive predictor of the log-odds of sexual activity, γ10= 1.18, t(151) = 6.49, p <
.001, Odds ratio: 3.24 [CI: 2.67-4.64].
Taken together, these results indicate support for Hypothesis 1a. Sexual desire was a
significant predictor of sexual activity.
Null Model: Predicting Desire
To explore the bidirectional effect between sexual activity and sexual desire, first an
intercept-only model (slopes allowed to vary) was fitted to determine the average sexual desire
across persons.
Intercept-only model: Predicting sexual desire
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Level 1 equation:
Sexual desireti = 𝜋0i + 𝑒ti
Level 2 equation:
𝜋0i = β00 + τ0i
In these equations β00 indicates the mean sexual desire across persons (fixed effect), and τ0i
(var[roi] = τ00) indicates the mean outcome (across time) for person i (random effect).
The mean sexual desire across persons was significantly different from zero, β00= 0.24,
t(153) = 16.23, p < .001, and the individual mean sexual desire scores significantly varied, τ0i =
0.03, χ2(153) = 1047.68, p < .001. The intraclass coefficient (ICC) was calculated to be.20, and
the design effect (DEFF) was 5.40, indicating that clustering was important in the current study.
It was also of interest to examine the effect of time in predicting sexual desire. A random
coefficients growth model was tested where Time was entered as a Level 1 predictor. The mean
sexual desire scores adjusting for time varied significantly, τ00 =.03, χ2(152) = 371.94, p < .001.
Time was a significant negative predictor of sexual desire, β10= -0.002, t(153) = -2.21, p = .03;
with sexual desire decreasing over time (see Figure 7). The linear effect of time on sexual desire
also significantly varied among participants, τ11=0.00005, χ2(152) = 241.69, p < .001, and an
examination of the data showed that for some people, sexual desire increased over time, whereas
for other it decreased over time.
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Figure 7: The slopes of sexual desire across the 28 time points.
Note. Time was a significant negative predictor of sexual desire over time, and the effect of time
on sexual desire across persons significantly varied.

Bi-directional Effect: Sexual Activity Predicting Sexual Desire
Hypothesis 1b stated that sexual activity would predict subsequent sexual desire. To test
the lagged effect of sexual activity predicting sexual desire for Hypothesis 1b, a dataset was
created where Time t-1 sexual activity aligned with Time t sexual desire (i.e., Time 1 activity
aligned with Time 2 desire, Time 2 activity with Time 3 desire, and so on). This resulted in 27
time points and 3,054 valid assessments. Sexual activity was coded so that 0 = no sexual activity,
and 1 = sexual activity, and it was grand- mean centered in the model.
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Model 2 baseline: Sexual activity as a predictor of sexual desire
Level 1 equation:
Sexual desireti = 𝜋0i + 𝜋1i * (sexual activity t-1ti) + 𝑒ti
Level 2 equation:
𝜋0i = β00 + r0i
𝜋1i = β10 + r1i
In these equations β00 indicates the mean sexual desire for people who did not have sex (fixed
effect), r0i (var[roi] = τ00) indicates the deviation from the mean outcome (across time) for people
who did not have sex (random effect), β10 indicates the linear change in sexual desire across time
for people who had sex (over people who did not) (fixed effect), and r1i indicates the deviation
from the linear change in sexual desire across time for people who had sex (random effect).
The mean desire score for people who did not have sex was significantly different from
zero, β00 = 0.24, t(152) = 15.04, p < .001, and the mean desire scores were significantly varied
among participants, τ00 = 0.03, χ2(126) = 860.53, p < .001. For people who had sex, compared to
people who did not, sexual activity did not significantly predict sexual desire, β10 = -0.03, t(152)
= -1.23, p = .22, and the effect of sexual activity on sexual desire did not vary across participants,
τ11 = 0.03, χ2(126) = 117.25, p > .50 (see Figure 8). Having had sex at time t-1 did not predict
subsequent sexual desire at time t, and this pattern did not significantly vary among participants.
A homogeneity test of the Level 1 variance was significant, χ2(119) = 282.99, p < .001,
indicating that the variance was not homogenous; there was significant variation in the sexual
desire variability within persons; in other words, some people had widely variable sexual desire
whereas others did not. This is therefore a limitation of the results as the assumption of
homogeneity of variance was not met. Overall, these results did not support Hypothesis 1b.
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Figure 8: Hypothesis 1b: Sexual activity predicting sexual desire.
Note. Sexual activity was not a significant predictor of sexual desire.

Next, the variable of Time was included as a simultaneous Level 1 predictor in the
baseline model along with sexual activity (slopes allowed to vary) to test a random coefficient
growth model. This was done to further explore the role of time in predicting sexual desire when
sexual activity is taken into account. Consistent with the baseline model, the mean sexual desire
score was 0.25, β00 = 0.25, t(152) = 15.04, p < .001, and the mean desire scores were
significantly varied among participants, τ00 = 0.03, χ2(126) = 306.92, p < .001. When holding
sexual activity constant, Time was not a significant predictor of sexual desire, β10 = -0.00, t(152)
= -0.91, p = .36. The linear effect of Time on sexual desire varied significantly among
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participants, τ11 = .00005, χ2(126) = 203.68, p < .001, meaning that sexual desire decreased
across time but deceased more for some and less for others. However, while holding Time
constant, for people who had sex, compared to people who did not, there was a trending, nonsignificant effect of sexual activity predicting sexual desire, β20 = -0.04, t(152) = 1.81, p = .07.
These results tentatively suggest that people who had sex reported decreases in subsequent
sexual desire. Consistent with the baseline model, the linear effect of sexual activity on desire
did not vary across people, r2i = 0.003, χ2(126) = 107.83, p > .50. Hypothesis 1b stated that
sexual activity would predict increases in subsequent desire, and again, these results were not in
support of this; if anything, the results provided tentative support for the opposite.
Next, as a possible alternative, it was of interest to examine whether or not sexual
satisfaction predicted subsequent desire; perhaps it is not solely having had sex that influences
later sexual desire, but the degree of satisfaction gained from the activity. Therefore, sexual
satisfaction at Time t-1 was used to predict sexual desire at Time t. This analysis only included a
subset of the data, or those individuals had indicated they had had sexual activity and provided a
rating of sexual satisfaction. This resulted in only 371 Level 1 cases (sexual activity events).
Sexual satisfaction was not a significant predictor of sexual desire, β10 = -0.001, t(127) = -0.06, p
= .95. The linear effect of sexual satisfaction on sexual desire was also not significantly different
among participants, τ11 = 0.0001, χ2(53) = 203.68, p = .27.
Taken together, the results of model 2 did not provide strong evidence to support
Hypothesis 1b. Sexual activity did not predict subsequent sexual desire.
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Within-person Level Moderators of Mood
A set of parallel analyses were then conducted looking at the moderating effect of mood
on the relationship between the two directional effects: (a) desire predicting sex, and (b) sex
predicting desire.
Hypotheses 2a-d predicted that mood valence and mood arousal would predict sexual
activity and also interact with sexual desire in predicting sexual activity. Therefore, Model 3 was
tested with the three centered predictors, three two-way interaction effects, and one three-way
interaction effect at Level 1.
Model 3: Sexual desire and mood as predictors of sexual activity
Level 1 equation:
Prob(SEXti=1|πi) = ϕti
log[ϕti/(1 - ϕti)] = ηti
ηti = γ0i + γ1i *(Desire t-1ti) + γ2i *(Valence t-1ti) + γ3i *(Arousal t-1ti) + γ4i
*(Desire *Valence t-1ti) + γ5i *(Desire * Arousal t-1ti) + γ6i *(Valence
*Arousal t-1ti) + γ7i *(Desire * Valence * Arousal t-1ti)
Level 2 equation:
γ0i = γ00 + τ0i
γ1i = γ10
γ2i = γ20
γ3i = γ30
γ4i = γ40
γ5i = γ50
γ6i = γ60
γ7i = γ70
Similar to the findings with Model 1, the average log-odds for sexual activity across
persons at the grand-mean of sexual desire, mood valence, and mood arousal was .09 [CI: .07.11], γ00 = -2.43, t(152) = -22.28, p < .001, indicating that the average probability of engaging in
sexual activity was 8.09%. The log-odds of sexual activity varied significantly across
participants, r0i = 0.64, χ2 (152) = 342.91, p <.001. Also similar to Model 1, desire was a
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significant positive predictor of the log-odds of sexual activity at the grand-mean of mood
valence and mood arousal, γ10 = .53, t(152) = 2.08, p = .04. The odds ratio was 1.71 [CI: 1.032.82]; with each unit increase in sexual desire, there was a corresponding 62.94% increase in the
probability of having sex. Mood valence was also a significant predictor of the log-odds of
sexual activity at the grand-mean for sexual desire and mood arousal, γ20 = 0.14, t(152) = 2.94, p
= .003, Odds ratio: 1.14 [CI: 1.05- 1.26], meaning that for each unit increase in valence, there
was a corresponding 53.49% increase in the probability of having sex. Mood arousal was not a
significant predictor of sexual desire at the grand-mean for sexual desire and mood valence, γ30 =
0.09, t(152) = 1.59, p = .11, Odds ratio: 1.07 [CI: .98- 1.17]. None of the two- way interaction
effects were significant, nor was the three-way interaction effect significant.
In an effort to better understand the results of the more complex model, a series of less
complex models were tested analyzing at Level 1 the two mood predictors individually and in
various combinations with desire and each other. Because of the non-significant two-way
interaction effects and non-significant three-way interaction effect, these were omitted from the
models. The results of these analyses are provided in Table 3. Arousal was a significant predictor
of sexual activity individually and when in combination with either valence or desire, but not
when both desire and valence are included. After controlling for both desire and valence, arousal
no longer significantly predicted sexual activity. It appears then that when in combination, sexual
desire and mood valence are accounting for much of the variance in predicting sexual activity
compared to mood arousal.

Table 3
Mood and Desire Predicting Sexual Activity

Intercept
(Odds [CI])

Arousal Model

Valence Model

Arousal and
Valence Model

Arousal and Desire
Model

Valence and Desire
Model

Arous, Val, and Desire
Model

-2.35*
(0.09[0.08-0.11])

-2.31*
(0.09[0.08-0.11])

-2.40*
(0.09[0.08-0.11])

-2.38*
(0.09[0.08-0.11])

-2.42*
(0.09[0.07-0.11])

-2.43*
(0.09[0.07-0.11])

0.08#
(1.08[1.00-1.17])

0.18*
(1.20[1.11-1.30])

0.13*
(1.13[1.05-1.22])
0.12*
(1.13[1.04-1.24])

0.13*
(1.14[1.04-1.23])
1.01*
(2.73[1.94-3.85])

0.03
(1.03[.95-1.12])
0.12*
(1.12[1.03-1.23])
0.93*
(2.53[1.70-3.77])

Slopes
(Odds [CI])
Arousal

0.18*
(1.19[1.12-1.27])

Valence
Desire

0.92*
(2.51[1.68-3.76])

Random
effects
Intercept
Arousal
Valence
Desire

Note.

#

0.69*
0.01

0.57*
0.04

0.51*
0.02
0.06

0.66*
0.02
0.39

0.53*
0.06
0.40

0.47$
0.02
0.07
0.26

p = .06, $ p = .09, * p < .05.
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Time was also explored as an additional Level 1 predictor of the log-odds of sexuality in
combination with desire, valence, and arousal. Time was not a significant predictor of the logodds of sexual activity, nor did the linear effect of time on the log-odds of sexuality vary
significantly among people.
To conclude, hypothesis 2a and 2b was only partially supported. Consistent with
predictions, mood valence was a significant predictor of sexual activity, even after controlling
for desire and mood arousal. As mood valence became more positive, the likelihood of engaging
in sex was greater. Mood arousal was also a significant individual predictor of sexual activity
(i.e., more arousal predicted more sexual activity), but when analyzed in combination with desire
and valence it lost its predictive power. Desire and valence were stronger predictors of sexual
activity than arousal. Inconsistent with predictions, neither mood valence nor mood arousal
interacted with sexual desire in predicting sexual activity.
It was then of interest to explore the moderating effect of mood on the bidirectional
effect: exploring the role of mood in predicting sexual desire and moderating the effect of sexual
activity in predicting sexual desire. Sexual activity, mood valence, and mood arousal and their
interaction terms were then entered into the model as Level 1 grand-mean centered variables.
Model 4: Sexual activity and mood as predictors of sexual desire
Level 1 equation:
Sexual desireti = 𝜋0i + 𝜋1i * (Sexual Activity t-1ti) + 𝜋2i *(Valence t-1ti) + 𝜋3i *(Arousal t1ti) + 𝜋4i * (Sexual Activity *Valence t-1ti) + 𝜋5i * (Sexual Activity * Arousal t-1ti) + 𝜋6i
*(Valence * Arousal t-1ti) + 𝜋7i * (Sexual Activity * Valence * Arousal t-1ti) + 𝑒ti
Level 2 equation:
𝜋0i = β00 + r0i
𝜋1i = β10
𝜋2i = β20
𝜋3i = β30
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𝜋4i = β40
𝜋5i = β50
𝜋6i = β60
𝜋7i = β70
The mean sexual desire score was 0.23, β00 = 0.23, t(152) = 15.11, p < .001, and the mean
desire scores varied significantly among participants, τ00 = 0.03, χ2(152) = 943.61, p < .001. The
only significant predictor of sexual desire (at the grand-mean of all the predictors) was mood
arousal, β30 = 0.009, t(2,984) = 2.26, p = .02. Increases in mood arousal were associated with
increases in subsequent sexual desire. None of the other predictors were statistically significant,
but there were two non-significant trends: (a) the effect of sexual activity, β10 = -0.03, t(2,894) =
-1.42, p = .16, and (b) the two-way interaction effect of sexual activity and mood arousal on
sexual desire, β50 = 0.02, t(2,894) = 1.54, p = .12. It was therefore of interest to isolate the effects
of sexual activity and arousal in predicting sexual desire.
When sexual activity, mood arousal, and the interaction term between sex and mood
arousal were entered as grand-mean centered Level 1 predictors of sexual desire (slopes not
allowed to vary), the results showed a somewhat stronger effect of sexual activity and arousal.
Consistent with the previous model, the mean sexual desire score was 0.24, β00 = 0.24, t(152) =
15.29, p < .001, and the mean desire scores varied significantly among participants, τ00 = 0.03,
χ2(152) = 942.47, p < .001. At the grand-mean of arousal, sexual activity was a trending, nonsignificant predictor of sexual desire, β10 = -0.04, t(2,898) = -1.87, p = .06. When people had sex,
there was a trend toward a decrease in their subsequent level of sexual desire. For people who
had sex, arousal was a significant predictor of sexual desire, β20 = 0.008, t(152) = 2.54, p = .01.
Increases in arousal were associated with increases in sexual desire. The interaction effect of
sexual activity and mood arousal on sexual desire was not significant, β30 = 0.01, t(2,898) = 1.40,
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p = .16. These results suggest that mood arousal influenced desire more so than sexual activity.
A second model was tested that did not include the interaction term, and similar results were
found.
Between-person Level Moderators
The next set of substantive longitudinal analyses explored the effect of the person and
relationship characteristics at Level 2 and how these variables influenced the Level 1 effect of
sexual desire predicting sexual activity. Hypothesis 3a and 3b focused on the effect of
relationship satisfaction, Hypothesis 4 focused on attachment, Hypothesis 5 focused on sexual
motivation, and Hypothesis 6 focused on sexual communication.
To test Hypotheses 3 through 6, a series of intercepts- and- slopes- as- outcomes
generalized linear models were fitted, where each Level 2 predictor was tested for its effect on
the log-odds of sexual activity and its effect on the Level 1 effect of desire on the log-odds of
sexual activity. For example, below is the model for testing the baseline model but including
relationship satisfaction (Hypothesis 3a and 3b) at Level 2.
Model 5: Sexual desire as a predictor of sexual activity
Level 1 equation:
Prob(SEXti=1|πi) = ϕti
log[ϕti/(1 - ϕti)] = ηti
ηti = γ0i + γ1i *(Desire t-1ti)
Level 2 equation:
γ0i = γ00 + γ01* (Relationship Satisfactioni) + r0i
γ1i = γ10 + γ11 *(Relationship Satisfactioni) + r1i
A total of 148 participants provided complete responses to the initial survey, which meant
that there was a total of 3,346 assessments included at Level 1.
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The results of these models are presented in Table 4. The results indicated that none of
the Level 2 predictors were significant. Thus, Hypothesis 3a and 3b were not supported:
relationship satisfaction did not predict the log-odds of sexual activity while holding desire
constant, nor did it influence the Level 1 effect of sexual desire predicting the log-odds of sexual
activity. Hypothesis 4 was also not supported. Attachment style did not moderate the association
between sexual desire and sexual activity. Hypothesis 5 was not supported. Sexual motivation
did not predict sexual activity while holding desire constant, nor did it moderate the relationship
between sexual desire and sexual activity. Last, Hypotheses 6a and 6b were also not supported.
Sexual communication did not predict sexual activity, and it did not predict the Level 1 effect of
desire on sexual activity.
These variables were also explored as independent Level 2 predictors of sexual activity
(i.e., not including desire at Level 1), but none of them were significant.
An exploratory intercepts-and-slopes-as-outcomes model was also tested including both
attachment style and sexual motivation at Level 2 and desire at Level 1, but none of the Level 2
predictors were significant. Holding sexual motivation constant did not significantly change the
effects of attachment style on the log-odds of sexual activity. Moreover, for securely attached
individuals, increases in sexual motivation were not associated with increased sexual activity.
It was also of interest to explore sexual motivation more fully by examining the effect of
the eight subscales of sexual motivation. An intercepts-and-slopes-as-outcomes model was tested
including the eight subscales at Level 2 and desire at Level 1. Holding each other and desire
constant, none of the subscales significantly predicted the log-odds of sexual activity.
Additionally, none of the subscales moderated the Level 1 effect of sexual desire predicting the

Table 4
Models Testing Hypotheses 3 through 6: Sexual Desire Predicting Sexual Activity

Intercepts (Odds[CI])
R.S.

Relationship Satisfaction
Model
-2.37*
(0.09[0.08-0.12])
0.23
(1.26 [0.90-1.77])

Dismissing
Preoccupied
Fearful
S.M.

Attachment Model

Sexual Motivation

Sexual Communication

-2.38*
(0.09[0.08-0.12])

-2.37*
(0.09[0.08-0.12])

-2.37*
(0.09[0.08-0.12])

-0.18 (.83[0.45-1.53])
0.24 (1.28[0.67-2.44])
0.24 (1.28[0.78-2.01])
0.19
(1.21[0.90-1.62])

S.C.

Slopes (Odds [CI])
Desire
R.S.

0.12
(1.12[0.86-1.46])

1.06*
(2.89[2.01-4.16])
-0.11
(0.89[0.50-1.60])

Dismissing
Preoccupied
Fearful
S.M.

1.07*
(2.90[2.00-4.21])

1.06*
(2.88[2.00-4.17])

-0.46 (0.63[0.21-1.92])
-0.34 (0.71[0.24-2.10])
-0.08 (0.92[0.38-2.26])
-0.05
(0.95[0.55-1.67])

S.C.
Random effects
Intercept
Desire

1.06*
(2.89[2.01-4.15])

0.17
(1.19[0.75-1.89])
0.83*
0.46

0.84*
0.54

0.82*
0.46

0.83*
0.46

Note. Secure attachment was coded as 0, and the three dummy codes were entered as predictors at Level 1. R.S. = relationship
satisfaction, S.M. = sexual motivation. S.C. = sexual communication. * p < .05.
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log-odds of sexual activity, with the exception of the subscale Emotional Value for Partner, γ12 =
-.80, Odds: 0.45 [CI: 0.22- 0.93], t(139) = -2.19, p = .03. These results are largely consistent with
the previous model testing the composite of sexual motivation.
Other Exploratory Moderators
The following variables were explored as possible moderating effects of the relationship
between sexual desire and sexual activity: gender, age, relationship length (because the majority
of participants were in a serious long-term relationship and not living with their partner), sexual
satisfaction, sexual-esteem, sexual pre-occupation, sexual-depression, and sexual conservatism.
A series of intercepts- and-slopes-as-outcomes models were tested including sexual desire at
Level 1 (slopes not allowed to vary) and these variables at Level 2. The results of these models
are presented in Tables 5 and 6.
Table 5 shows the results of the effects of gender, age, and relationship length. Gender
was not a significant predictor of the log-odds of sexual activity. In other words, the log-odds of
sexual activity for women did not differ significantly from the log-odds of sexuality activity for
men. Gender also did not significantly predict the Level 1 effect of sexual desire on sexual
activity.
Age was a trending, non- significant predictor of the log-odds of sexual activity. Each
unit decrease in age was associated with a 7% increase in the odds of having sex. Age was not,
however, a significant moderator of the effect of desire on sex. This non- significant trend of age
predicting the log-odds of sexual activity held in a model which included both age and gender at
Level 2.

Table 5
Age, Gender, and Relationship Length with Sexual Desire Predicting Sexual Activity
Gender Model
Age Model
Gender and Age Model
Intercepts (Odds [CI]) -2.36*
-2.36*
-2.36*
(0.09 [0.08-0.12]) (0.09 [0.08-0.12]) (0.09 [0.08-0.12])
Gender
0.14
0.09
(1.15 [0.74-1.78])
(1.09 [0.71-1.68])
Age
-0.07*
-0.07*
(0.93 [0.88-0.99]) (0.93 [0.88-0.99])
Relationship Length
Slopes (Odds [CI])
Desire
Gender
Age

0.97*
0.98*
0.98*
(2.63 [1.89-3.67]) (2.67 [1.91-3.74]) 2.68 [1.92-3.74])
-0.001
0.02
(1.00 [0.49-2.02])
(1.02 [0.50-2.10])
0.03
0.03
(1.03 [0.92-1.15]) (1.03 0[.92-1.15])

Relationship Length
Random effects
Intercept
0.82*
0.76*
0.77*
Note. All the variables at Level 2 were grand mean centered. * p < .05.

Relationship Length Model
-2.36*
(0.09 [0.08-0.12])

-0.01*
(0.99 [0.98-1.00])
0.98*
(2.67 [1.90-3.74])

0.002
(1.00 [0.99-1.02])
0.74*
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Table 6
Sexual satisfaction, Sexual- Esteem, and Sexual Conservatism with Sexual Desire Predicting Sexual Activity
Sexual Satisfaction
Model
Intercepts (Odds [CI]) -2.37*
(0.09 [0.08-0.11])
Sexual Satisfaction
0.34*
(1.41 [1.08-1.85])
Sexual-esteem
Sexual-depression
Sexual-preoccupation
Sexual Conservatism
Slopes (Odds [CI])
Desire
Sexual Satisfaction

0.96*
(2.61 [1.86-3.68])
0.04
(1.04 [0.65-1.66])

Sexual-esteem
Sexual-depression
Sexual-preoccupation
Sexual Conservatism
Random effects
Intercept
0.76*
#
Note. p = .08, * p < .05.

Sexuality Model

Sexual Conservatism Model

-2.37*
(0.09 [0.08-0.12])

-2.37*
(0.09 [0.08-0.12])

0.18 (1.19 [0.85-1.68])
-0.11 (0.90 [0.62-1.31])
0.09 (1.10 [0.85-1.42])
-0.18#
(0.83 [0.68-1.02])
1.00*
(2.71 [1.93- 3.81])

1.00*
(2.72 [1.94-3.81])

-0.23 (0.79 [0.44-1.44])
-0.29 (0.75 [0.39-1.43])
-0.30 (0.74 [0.49-1.12])
0.18
(1.19 [0.84-1.70])
0.80*

0.78*
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Relationship length was a significant negative predictor of the log-odds of sexual activity.
Each unit decrease in relationship length was associated with a 1% increase in the odds of having
sex. Relationship length did not significantly moderate the Level 1 effect of sexual desire
predicting sexual activity.
Table 6 shows the results of the effects of sexual satisfaction, sexuality, and sexual
conservatism. Sexual satisfaction was a significantly positive predictor of the log-odds of sexual
activity. Each unit increase in sexual satisfaction was associated with a 58.42% increase in the
odds of having sex. Sexual satisfaction did not, however, significantly moderate the Level 1
effect of sexual desire on sexual activity.
The three sexuality variables (sexual- esteem, sexual pre-occupation, and sexualdepression) were not significant predictors of the log-odds of sexual activity when entered as
simultaneous Level 2 predictors, nor did they influence the Level 1 effect of desire predicting
sexual activity. Each sexuality variable was then explored as a solitary Level 2 predictor along
with desire at Level 1. Neither model with sexual pre-occupation or sexual depression was
significant. The model with sexual-esteem indicated a non- significant trend. Sexual-esteem
predicts the log-odds of sexual activity, holding desire constant, γ01= .25, Odds ratio: 1.28 [CI:
0.97- 1.70], t (146) = 1.76, p = .08, but it did not influence the Level 1 significant effect of sexual
desire predicting sexual activity, γ11 = -.15, Odds ratio: .86 [CI: 0.53-1.41], t (2,835) = -.59, p =
.55.
One final non-significant trend was that sexual conservatism predicted the log-odds of
sexual activity. Each unit decrease in sexual conservatism was associated with a 20.48% increase
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in the odds of having sex. Sexual conservatism did not significantly moderate the effect of desire
on the log-odds of sexual activity.

CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Sexuality is an important part of romantic relationships. It helps to reinforce intimacy and
attachment and can lead to greater relational well-being. Understanding when people in
relationships have sex is therefore essential. To this end, using a longitudinal methodology
designed to address weaknesses in prior studies, this study investigated the daily and relationship
contextual antecedents for engaging in sexual activity. The first goal of the current study was to
explore the temporal pattern linking sexual desire and sexual activity. According to linear models
of sexual response, sexual desire is theorized to be a motivational state that precedes sexual
activity. Circular models of sexual response suggest that having sex, particularly satisfying sex,
leads to later increases in sexual desire. The results of the current study largely supported linear
models of sexual activity. Increases in sexual desire were consistently, and strongly, associated
with increases in the likelihood of having sex. Conversely, sexual activity did not predict
subsequent changes in sexual desire, which did not provide support for non-linear models of
sexual response.
The second purpose of this study was to investigate different individual variables that
both predicted sexual activity and could strengthen or weaken the association between sexual
desire and sexual activity. The first variable of interest was mood. Mood was linked to the
likelihood of engaging in sex, but contrary to hypotheses, it did not moderate the relationship
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between desire and sex. The other variables of interest were related to relationship quality. It was
predicted that relationship quality variables, like relationship satisfaction and communication,
would be related to participating in sexual activity. In the current study, for the most part, the
relationship quality variables did not actually predict sexual activity, nor did they moderate the
relationship between desire and sex. A further interpretation of these results and their
implications for theory and dyadic sexual functioning follows.
Issues with Measuring Desire and Sexual Activity
The present study addressed two weaknesses of prior studies that examined the
relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity: (a) retrospective reporting, and (b) not
measuring both sexual desire and sexual activity in a manner such that the direction of the
relation between the two constructs could be assessed.
Existing studies have tended to investigate both sexual desire and sexual activity in a
retrospective fashion. The main problem with this type of methodology is possible retrospective
bias. Sexual desire is conceptualized as a subjective, psychological experience in which people
feel motivated to seek out sexual targets and engage in sexual activities (Kaplan, 1983; Levine,
2003; Regan, 1999; Regan & Berscheid, 1995, 1999), and it is a distinct construct from
psychological arousal and physiological arousal. One concern with measuring sexual desire in a
retrospective fashion is its possibly fleeting nature, thus making it difficult to remember whether
or not sexual desire was experienced. A second concern with a retrospective methodology is the
possibility that people misremember the extent to which they felt desire. For example, perhaps
people make assumptions about having experienced desire if sexual activity occurred, or vice
versa: if sexual activity did not occur, they may assume they did not experience desire. The term
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“telescoping” refers to participants using a wider recall window beyond what is asked to inform
their responses on retrospective measures (Catania, Gibson, Chitwood, & Coates, 1990). This
study therefore measured sexual desire in the moment, rather than in a retrospective fashion.
Participants were asked to report how much desire they were currently feeling at the time of the
assessment, which could then be used to predict sexual activity at a later time point.
Sexual activity, because of its concrete nature, is likely easier to recall than sexual desire,
especially over lengthy time frames. Although behavioral sexual activity may still possibly be
subject to retrospective bias- people may inflate or deflate frequency- it is probably less
susceptible to bias than the psychological experience of sexual desire. The study also assessed
sexual activity very broadly by having a very inclusive definition of sexual activity. Activities
outside genital penetrative sex were included, possibly capturing additional variation in sexual
behavior that other studies using a narrower definition of sex might have missed. The current
methodology may also have made sexual activity easier to remember, as participants were not
asked to report the exact sexual activities, but simply whether or not they had sex (in a very
broad sense).
Second, another benefit of the methodology employed in the current study is that it
allowed for a test of both possible causal directions between sexual desire and sexual activity. To
increase the chance of capturing a nuanced understanding of the relationship between sexual
desire and sexual activity, these variables were assessed four times a day for seven days. In this
manner, it could be tested whether or not sexual desire was an antecedent for sexual activity as
well as whether or not sexual activity was an antecedent for sexual desire. These results could
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then provide evidence to support linear models of sexual response and non-linear models of
sexual response.
Desire as an Antecedent to Sexual Activity
Linear models of sexual response position sexual desire as a chief antecedent to sexual
activity. Using a daily diary study within multiple within-day time points (morning, early
afternoon, late afternoon, evening), the results of this study strongly supported this model.
Increases in sexual desire at one point of the within-day assessment were associated with a
corresponding increase in the probability of having engaged in sex during the following time
assessment. This evidence suggests that sexual desire was a significant antecedent for engaging
in sexual activity. Sexual desire appeared to be a strong psychological motivational state for
engaging in sexual activity. These results were largely in support of linear models of sexual
response.
It was also of interest to explore Hurlbert et al.’s (2000) linear model of sexual response
by examining the role of daily fluctuations in sexual motivation. Hurlbert and colleagues posit
that sexual desire is a cognitive process in which people are thinking about sex or feeling
interested in sex, whereas motivation is the behavioral component to approach or avoid sexual
behavior. Sexual motivation, as conceptualized by Hurlbert et al., includes telling one’s partner
about the desire for sex, giving one’s partner behavioral signals of the desire to have sex, and
approaching one’s partner for sex. The authors suggest that both sexual desire and sexual
motivation could work independently and or together in predicting sexual activity. The results of
the current study generally supported this theorizing. Sexual motivation did significantly predict
sexual activity; talking to one’s partner and explicitly addressing their desire and intention to
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have sex did facilitate sexual activity. However, when controlling for sexual desire, the effect of
sexual motivation was reduced; moreover, these two variables did not interact in predicting
sexual activity. These results suggest that the psychological element of sexual desire may be a
more facilitative component for engaging in sex than expressing sexual motivation. Sexual
motivation and sexual desire were strongly correlated, which suggests that expressing an explicit
intention to have sex to one’s partner may be facilitated by internally recognizing a
psychological desire to have sex. As sexual desire and sexual motivation were measured
concurrently, however, it is not possible to determine the direction of causality. In considering
the relationship between desire and motivation, it is not that one cannot express an intention to
have sex without desire, but it might be that the relative direction of the effect is stronger in one
direction than the other. In other words, being in a state of sexual desire may make it easier to
express sexual motivation compared to expressing a behavioral intention and then sexual desire
emerging from this explicit communication.
Implications of Sexual Desire Preceding Sexual Activity
The implications of this study and the linear models of sexual response then predict that
individuals who are experiencing increases in sexual desire are much more likely to engage in
sexual activity. This is particularly concerning given that the most frequently experienced sexual
dysfunction for both men and women is hypoactive sexual desire (Rathus, Nevid, & FichnerRathus, 2018). If desire has such a strong influence on the likelihood of engaging in sex, then a
lack of sexual desire would mean there is a strong chance that individuals are not engaging in
sex. This could have grave consequences for individuals in relationships, as they would not be
able to reap the relationship reinforcing, intimacy producing benefits of engaging in sexual
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activity together. The general implications, particularly so for clinical settings with individuals
diagnosed with hypoactive sexual desire, are that finding ways to increase sexual desire would
be beneficial not just for the individual, but also for their relationship. The dual-control model of
sexual response (Janssen & Bancroft, 2007) states that arousal and desire depend on a balance
between excitation and inhibition. Nagoski (2015) calls these the accelerator system and brake
system, respectively. Nagoski encourages individuals to attend to stimuli in the environmentthings experienced by all five senses- that would increase the accelerator system and remove the
stimuli in the environment that increase the brake system. By doing so, individuals may get more
in touch with their sexual desire which should lead to a greater chance of engaging in sexual
activity. Nagoski and others have criticized the concept of “spontaneous sexual desire”, and the
implications of this study suggest that waiting around for randomly experience sexual desire
could be particularly consequential for the likelihood of not having sex. If individuals want to
engage in sexual activity more, one clear intervention would be to increase sexual desire.
Sexual Activity as an Antecedent to Sexual Desire
Many researchers have criticized the linear models of sexual response by proposing that
there is a non-linear relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity. Specifically, the
circular model of sexual response (Whipple, 2002) states that pleasant and satisfying sexual
experiences could lead to subsequent desire phases. Thus, the current study also tested a bidirectional relationship, or a reverse lagged effect (i.e., sexual activity would predict sexual
desire). However, the results did not tend to support this hypothesis; sexual activity did not
appear to predict increases in subsequent desire. Indeed, there were some trending nonsignificant results, which suggest the opposite effect may occur. These results imply that sexual
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activity might predict a reduction in sexual desire a short time after sex, that sexual activity may
result in a brief satiation period. As the assessments occurred multiple times a day in
approximately one to four-hour intervals, this could mean that people are experiencing a degree
of sexual satiation after sex that lasts for a little bit of time. Sexual desire may take some time to
build back up again after an individual experiences sex. This concept has a generally intuitive
appeal, and certainly aligns with research showing both physiological arousal and sexual desire
is reduced immediately after orgasm (Paterson, Jin, Amsel, & Binik, 2014). Future research
could examine this potential effect more closely by tracking desire with an even finer grained
approach by monitoring desire right before sex, during sex, and right after sex (this may also
help identify sexual desire experienced in response to beginning to engage in sexual activity, or
“responsive sexual desire” compared to “spontaneous sexual desire”). It was not clear in the
current study how long before an assessment an individual had engaged in sex, just whether or
not they had. How long a “satiation effect” would last is of interest for future study; it may be
hours or days, depending on a variety of individual and contextual factors.
Another way to interpret the circular model is that it cannot simply be sexual activity that
predicts subsequent desire, but the sex must actually be satisfying. Therefore, an exploratory
model was tested with a subset of the sample to only include those times where people had sex.
The sexual satisfaction reported in response to the sexual activity was then used to predict sexual
desire. It was found that the sexual satisfaction experienced in response to having had sex was
not associated with increased desire at the next subsequent assessment. These results do not
support a non-linear model of sexual response, however these assessments were collected in very
short time spans, so an initial sexual satiation may be suppressing this effect. As will be
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discussed in the section of between-person moderators, a global assessment of sexual satisfaction
did, however, predict sexual activity, which does actually support a non-linear approach to
studying sexual activity.
Comparing Linear and Non-linear Models: A Lack of Bi-directionality
It is possible that the issue of comparing linear and non-linear model is one of
perspective. One could argue that the linear models tend to take a very episodic approach to
sexual response. Certainly, this fits with Master and Johnson’s (1966) pattern of physiological
arousal and orgasm. If sexual desire is a motivating force to seek out sexual targets (Kaplan,
1983; Regan & Bershceid, 1999), then it makes sense in an episodic sense it would be a
precursor to sexual activity. The linear models may focus more on fluctuations within short time
spans, whereas the non-linear models may focus more on psychological experiences more
globally. Linear models may be taking a more micro perspective of how the sexual response
pattern may look within the context of one event, or how state level characteristics may influence
the likelihood of engaging in sex at any given time. Non-linear models, on the other hand, may
be taking a more macro perspective which give an indication of how people tend to approach sex
over time, or how trait level characteristics influence the likelihood of engaging in sex. For
example, as mentioned earlier, Nagoski (2015) suggests people have both a trait-like facilitator
system and inhibitor system affecting general tendencies to experience sexual desire, but at any
given time sexual desire could be strongly felt independent from, or in opposition to, things that
generally turn people on or turn people off. The results of the current study indicated that in a
momentary, episodic sense, sexual desire was a significant antecedent of sexual activity, but
sexual activity (or sexual satisfaction with that activity) was not a temporally close antecedent of
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sexual desire. If anything, the results of this study suggest having had sex temporarily reduces
sexual desire, regardless of how satisfying that sex was. The finding that the global assessment
of sexual satisfaction predicted sexual activity appears to be in line with the macro perspective of
non-linear models of sexual response. These ideas will be discussed more in the section
exploring moderators, as the relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity was theorized
to be influenced by daily contextual variables and relationship characteristics.
When comparing linear models and non-linear models, it is important to consider the
methodology used to find supporting evidence for those models. Previous research employing
retrospective methodology may have led to the support of non-linear models because that type of
methodology asks participants to provide a global assessment of their desire and their sexual
activity concurrently, rather than an episodic assessment of their sexual experiences. These
global assessments can be susceptible to memory biases, thus potentially inflating relationships
between variables. For example, when people are asked to report sexual frequency and sexual
desire frequency over a three-month period, they may make assumptions about having
experienced desire if they engaged in sex. Conversely, if they did not have sex during a threemonth period, they may assume they felt no desire. Unfortunately, this type of methodology may
not accurately reflect the antecedents to engaging in sexual activity or experiencing sexual
desire. In this way, retrospective methodology may tend to support non-linear models compared
to linear models.
Role of Within- person Moderation: Mood
The first variable of interest which was explored as a moderator of sexual desire
predicting sexual activity was mood. Mood is thought of as a component of affect and can be
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characterized as a state of emotion (Andrade & Cohen, 2007). Affect regulation models
generally propose that individuals are driven to attain and maintain a positive mood (Cialdini,
Darby & Vincent, 1973; Clark & Isen, 1982; Zillmann, 1988). Engaging in sexual activity is
posited to be a result of interactions between affect, cognition, and motivation (Barlow, 1986;
DeLamater & Shibley- Hyde, 2004; Dewitte, 2012; Janssen & Bancroft, 2007; Levine, 1987;
Wiegel, Scepkowski, & Barlow, 2007), so it was important to investigate the role of mood in the
sexual response pattern. As sexual desire is characterized as the cognitive element in predicting
sex, it was of interest to explore the affective element in predicting sex. None of the sexual
response models specifically include mood as a predictor of sexual activity or desire. This is
especially notable given the research documenting a strong relationship between mood and
sexual experiences, in that positive mood is associated with greater sexual activity and negative
mood states are associated with reductions in desire (Burleson et al., 2007; Dewitte et al., 2015;
Fortenberry et al. 2005; Regan & Berscheid, 1999; Shrier et al., 2012).
One of the weaknesses of the existing evidence on the relationships between sex, desire,
and mood is a lack of a separation between high and low arousal mood states. It was therefore of
interest to examine the role that both mood arousal and mood valence played in the sexual
response cycle. Mood arousal and mood valence were hypothesized to predict sexual activity and
that they would interact with desire in predicting sexual activity (i.e., a moderation effect). These
hypotheses were only partially supported. The results indicated that increases in prior positive
mood were associated with increases in the likelihood of engaging in sexual activity. This
significant lagged effect held even after controlling for sexual desire. Mood arousal was only a
significant predictor of sexual activity when the model did not include sexual desire. Neither
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mood valence or mood arousal interacted with desire in predicting sexual activity. These results
suggest that mood may play a role in facilitating sexual activity, but mood may not play as big a
role as sexual desire. Experiencing the psychological state of desire may be a much stronger
driving force for engaging in sex than mood, particularly mood arousal.
It was also of interest to explore the role of mood in predicting the bi-directional effect of
sexual activity predicting sexual desire. It was discovered that in the reverse lagged direction,
mood valence did not predict subsequent desire, but arousal did. That is, increases in prior mood
arousal were associated with increases in sexual desire. None of the variables interacted in
predicting sexual desire. The results suggest that changes in mood arousal impact feelings of
sexual desire. To speculate further, there may be an interesting linear pattern such that an
energetic mood positively predicts desire, which in turn later positively predicts sexual activity,
especially when augmented by a good mood.
Implications of Mood Influencing the Sexual Response Pattern
The results of this study do imply that there may be additional points of entry for
interventions designed at increasing sexual activity beyond increasing sexual desire. Specifically,
finding ways to increase mood valence or increase one’s positive mood may further help
facilitate sexual activity in addition to attempting to increase sexual desire. On the other hand, it
also implies that sources of unhappiness could negatively impact the frequency of which
someone engages in sex. These sources could come from both within and outside the dyad, such
as external sources of stress or interpersonal dyadic relationship conflict. It could also be that
these same sources of unhappiness negatively impact desire as well, so interventions designed to
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increase mood could simultaneously increase desire. Interventions designed to increase mood
and sexual desire should have a positive impact on the sexual response cycle.
Role of Between-person Moderators
The second set of variables explored as potential moderators of sexual desire predicting
sexual activity regarded contextual relationship quality. The first specific variable was
relationship satisfaction. Relationship satisfaction is an extensively studied, extensively used
variable in understanding relationship functioning. It has been measured as both an outcome and
predictor of sexual desire, sexual activity, and sexual satisfaction. Results consistently find
relationship satisfaction to be significantly related to sexual functioning. In this particular study,
it was analyzed as a predictor of sexual activity (Hypothesis 3a) and as a moderator of the
association between sexual desire and sexual activity (Hypothesis 3b). The results supported
neither hypothesis. Inconsistent with prior research, relationship satisfaction was not a significant
predictor of the likelihood of engaging in sexual activity. It also did not moderate the association
between sexual desire and sexual activity. These results did not support the predictions set forth
by non-linear models of sexual response. The non-linear models propose that greater relationship
satisfaction tends to predict a circular effect of more sex leads to greater relationship satisfaction
which in turn leads to greater desire and then more sex. One could argue that in the current study
the multilevel models are testing linear models of sexual response at the within-day level
(episodic perspective) and non-linear models of sexual response at the between-person level
(global perspective). The results of the current study seem to more strongly support linear
models of sexual response than non-linear models.
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One of the reasons that the effect of relationship satisfaction was inconsistent with
previous research may be that the results of previous research examining bivariate relationships
between relationship satisfaction and desire and/or sexual activity may be artificially inflated if
people are assessing those concepts in conjunction. Specifically, when thinking about how
satisfied they are, individuals may also tend to report greater amounts of retrospective desire and
or activity when reporting high levels of relationship satisfaction simultaneously (or vice versa:
having had lots of sex may tend to help produce higher levels of relationship satisfaction). In
contrast, in the current study the methodology specifically prevented an artificial inflation
between reporting on relationship satisfaction and retrospective sexual desire and sexual activity.
Additionally, future work could potentially include multiple assessments of relationship
satisfaction over the course of the study time frame (i.e., “how satisfied with your partner are you
right now?”). There may be within-day or between-day fluctuations of satisfaction with one’s
partner that may be related to fluctuations of desire and mood. It would be of interest to
document these fluctuations and fit them in a model alongside and mood to predict sexual
activity or sexual desire. This may also help to address the problem of comparing linear models
and non-linear models by measuring all variables using an episodic approach.
A second explanation may be that the current sample was biased toward an overall high
level of relationship satisfaction, which might have prevented from testing an effect across a
wider range of relationship satisfaction. Perhaps with a greater range of relationship satisfaction
there might have been a stronger effect of relationship satisfaction on sexual activity and the
association between desire and sex.
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Attachment and motivation were also tested as moderators of the link between sexual
desire and sexual activity. Like relationship satisfaction, more securely attached individuals may
have an easier time engaging in sex because they already have a greater sense of intimacy with
their partner. Previous research has found that securely attached individuals have more healthy
sex lives compared to other attachment styles (Stefanou & McCabe, 2012). Thus, it was
hypothesized that attachment style would moderate the relationship between sexual desire and
sexual activity. This hypothesis was not supported by the current study data. This lack of results
was somewhat surprising and should be explored further in future research. In addition to
measuring daily sexual motivation, a broad range of general sexual motivations were also
measured and analyzed as between-person moderators. Although the results of a factor analysis
did not allow for a specific test of the difference between interpersonal-focused sexual
motivations and self-focused motivations, the results did not support the prediction that different
sexual motivations would moderate the desire to sex association. Like with relationship
satisfaction, these results again did not support the non-linear models of sexual response. The
strongest, most consistent predictor of sexual activity in the current study was sexual desire.
The last relationship context variable was sexual communication. This study did not find
evidence to support the expectation that increases in sexual communication would facilitate the
likelihood of engaging in sexual activity or moderate the relationship between sexual desire and
sexual activity. It did not appear that increases in sexual communication were related to increases
in the odds of engaging in sexual activity. The sexual communication scale used in the current
study appears to be measuring the degree of comfort with discussing one’s sex life with a partner
(e.g., “My partner and I can usually talk calmly about our sex life”). The lack of significant
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results are particularly interesting when considered in conjunction with the significant effect of
sexual motivation predicting sex at the within-person daily level. The sexual motivation items
used in the current study assessed a person’s explicit communication about a current desire for
sex, so it may be more important in an episodic sense to feel comfortable sharing one’s feelings
of desire than to feel comfortable having a general sex life conversation. Similar to relationship
satisfaction, however, because the sample evidenced a very high level of sexual communication
comfort, it might not have been possible to test the effect across a range of values.
Finally, a set of exploratory models were tested examining a variety of demographic
characteristics on sexual desire and sexual activity. Inconsistent with prior research, there were
no significant effects of gender. Men and women did not differ in terms of the odds of engaging
in sexual activity or in the effect of desire predicting sexual activity. Despite gender being
considered a “master variable” in affecting desire and sex (Levine, 2003), in the current study
men and women showed very similar patterns of sexual response. Future work should, however,
continue to examine gender differences. Age is also considered a “master variable” (Levine,
2003). In the current study age was found to be a significant negative predictor of sexual activity;
as age increased, the odds of having sex decreased. This effect held while accounting for gender
as well. Although this effect was not particularly large, it was consistent with researchers who
propose that sexual desire and sexual activity tend to decrease with age (Baumeister et al., 2001;
Laumman et al., 1999).
The exploratory models also found that relationship length was a significant negative
predictor of the odds of sexual activity. As relationship length increased, the odds of having sex
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decreased, although this effect was not very large. This does suggest the importance of long-term
couples being thoughtful about how to maintain a healthy sex life over time.
Two other findings from the exploratory models are worth noting. First, it was discovered
that the global assessment of sexual satisfaction was a significant predictor of the odds of sexual
activity. It did not moderate the effect of sexual desire on sexual activity but increases in sexual
satisfaction were associated with increased odds of having sex. These results are particularly
interesting, given the high bivariate correlation between relationship satisfaction and sexual
satisfaction. Perhaps sexual satisfaction is a more specific motivating relationship contextual
factor for sex, whereas relationship satisfaction represents a more holistic view of relationship
satisfaction which takes into account many factors (e.g., humor, disagreements, compatibility,
etc.) and would therefore not be as directly related to sexual activity. Sexual satisfaction may be
a more targeted contextual variable, and in this way may be a more important variable in
understanding when people are driven to have sex with their partner. These results do tend to
support the non-linear models of sexual response. A more holistic view of sexual satisfaction,
rather than a response to a single episode of sexual activity, may more reliably predict sexual
activity over time. This contextual variable may be an assessment of an accumulation of
satisfying sexual experiences over time, and this may make individuals more likely to approach
sexual activity. This does argue for couples attempting to make sure that, more often than not,
individuals have satisfying sexual encounters.
The second and last effect of note from the exploratory models was the significant
negative effect of sexual conservatism on sexual activity. Whereas no effects were found for
sexual- esteem, sexual- depression, or sexual pre-occupation, there was a non-significant trend in
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that an increase in sexual conservatism was associated with a decrease in the odds of having sex.
One interpretation is that sexual conservatism may serve as an impediment for engaging in
sexual activity, that more sexually conservative people may have a greater tendency to avoid
sexual activity. This has implications for the sexual well-being of couples if individuals are not
experiencing the benefits of these intimacy producing activities. It is possible that sex education
may help address some of the problematic beliefs associated with sexual conservatism (e.g.,
people should not have oral sex, a woman who initiates sex is slutty, masturbation is not a
normal sexual activity, etc.) which could in turn alleviate concerns people may have about
engaging in sexual activity more frequently. Sex education (e.g., anatomy, puberty, physiological
arousal, consent) has not been found to increase sexual activity at least among adolescents, but it
does help them have safer sex (Rathus et al., 2018). Future research could focus on sex education
for adults which would focus on normalizing sexual activity (i.e., being sex-positive) and
augmenting sexual communication: how to boost sexual desire, how to communicate desire for
sex, how to talk about sex preferences, etc.
Methodological Issues and Future Research Directions
The methodology employed in the current study appeared to be highly effective, in that it
elicited a high level of response rate and compliance. Participants appeared highly motivated and
responsive. These results suggest that studying desire in a more nuanced approach is possible
and moving towards a more experience sampling methodology could be beneficial to better
understand possibly fleeting psychological states. The current study sent text messages to people
at specific intervals over a period of seven days, but the compliance rates suggest that contacting
people at variable intervals or an even greater number of assessments could be feasible.
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Two issues regarding the methodology impact the generalizability of this study. The first
is volunteer bias, which has been shown to be particularly relevant to sexuality research
(Wiederman, 1999). Certain individuals may have been more willing to participate in this study
than others. For example, individuals who were more comfortable regarding sexuality topics and
reporting on their sexual activity might have been more willing to participate in the study
compared to less comfortable individuals. Likewise, individuals who are more satisfied with
their sexuality and sexual experiences might have been more willing to participate in the study
compared to less satisfied individuals. Both of these situations could have influenced the pattern
of results, and it also limits the generalizability of this study. The sample was composed of a
fairly young, sexually healthy set of individuals. Participants reported high levels of relationship
satisfaction, sexual satisfaction, sexual communication, as well as fairly high levels of mood
across the week. It is possible with a more diverse sample (in terms of age, relationship length,
emotional stability) that a different pattern of results would emerge (Bolger, Davis, & Rafaeli,
2003).
The second limitation concerning the methodology is participant reactivity (Bolger et al.,
2003). The impact of being in the study and repeatedly asked to report on their sexual desire,
mood, and sexual activity could have influenced the strength of the relationship between desire
and sex. For example, it could have made sexual desire much more salient to individuals, as they
were being prompted four times a day to do an internal assessment of their desire. Moreover, as
participants were consistently reminded of the variables of interest in the study, it could have set
expectations that they should be experiencing more desire and more sexual activity. A cursory
examination of the final survey’s open-ended data suggested that indeed people were more aware
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of their body states throughout the course of the study. This was actually characterized as a
pleasant experience. The degree to which this greater awareness affected the results should be
considered. People might have been more inclined to engage in sexual activity because they were
more aware they were experiencing desire. However, if thinking about sexual desire on a more
frequent basis does elicit a greater likelihood to engage in sexual activity, then this has
interesting implications for intervention work. Another limitation to the current study’s
methodology was that a participant might have been in a relationship with another participant.
There was no question on the initial survey or end survey that asked whether or not a participant
was dating someone else who was also participating in the study. Participants being in
relationships with other participants might have affected the results. Future research should
consider ruling out this possibility.
The methodology appeared useful in that it was able to capture sufficient variation in
sexual activity and sexual desire. One of the concerns in the planning phase of the study was that
one week was not a long enough time period to assess sexual desire or activity. Three months is
a commonly used retrospective time frame in sexual behavior research (Glick, Winer, & Golden,
2013). The results of this study suggest that seven days can be an appropriate level of time to
assess daily fluctuations in desire and sex. That being said, longer time frames could be useful in
detecting patterns over time. It may be useful to conduct a longitudinal study within a longer
longitudinal study. For example, a similar one-week data collection methodology but assessed at
different time points in the relationship (e.g., first three months, at one year, at five years) could
speak to non-linear models of the relationship between desire and sex perhaps better than just
one a short time span. The relationship between desire and sex may be stronger or weaker at
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different relationship time points, and being able to assess this over the course of a relationship
could speak to the pattern much better than over a brief interval. Again, with a comparison to
bidirectional theories examining the relationship between attitudes and desires where behaviors
are used to inform attitudes, then long-term droughts of sexual activity may predict a lack of
sexual desire. If a person notices they are not engaging in sexual activity very much over time,
then they may make some attributions about their lack of desire because of it.
A longer time frame could also capture greater variation in mood. Perhaps this was not a
long enough time frame to measure the effects of enduring moods. The sample did report fairly
high levels of mood in the short time frame they were assessed but there could be cyclical
changes in mood that could impact tendencies to engage in sexual activity. For example, there
may be seasonal changes in which people may experience more positive mood than at other
times (e.g., long cold winters in the Midwest) and these changes could have stronger or weaker
predictive effects (Low, 2015). This could also apply to periods of life involving high levels of
stress, such as moving, having a child, or finishing a big academic project, as stress has been
found to be negatively associated with sexual activity and relationship functioning (Bodenmann,
Atkins, Schär, & Poffet, 2010; Hamilton & Meston, 2013; Karney & Bradbury, 1995; Randall &
Bodenmann, 2009; ter Kuile, Vigeveno, & Laan, 2007. Moreover, these results may not
generalize to a sample of individuals endorsing high levels of depression, as depression has been
found to be negatively associated with sexual functioning (Burleson et al., 2007; Dewitte et al.,
2015; Regan & Berscheid, 1999). Thus, changes in more enduring moods are worthy of future
exploration.
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Between-person variables (e.g., relationship satisfaction, sexual communication, and
sexual satisfaction) could also possibly vary over time, so a longer time frame with more
assessments would better capture this variation. Perhaps contextual relationship variables play a
greater, more important role at certain time points in a relationship than at other times. For
example, relationship satisfaction at later stages in a relationship may predict sexual activity in a
stronger way than in the early stages of a relationship. This sample included a fairly young
sample of committed relationships, but not long-term married couples. Future research would
benefit from having a more diverse sample in terms of relationship length and status.
Another direction for future research could include a similar methodology but analyzing
both individuals within the dyad. The current study does not address the relative impact of the
partner and their desire on the relationship between the sexual desire and sexual activity of the
participant. Especially in regards to expressing explicit sexual motivation, a person may be more
inclined to engage in sexual activity when their partner makes their desire and intent known
regardless of whether or not they themselves are also simultaneously experiencing desire. The
fact that people may start to engage in sexual activity without experiencing desire is consistent
with the research showing that people have sex without desire (Beck, Bozman, & Qualtrough,
1991) and the research indicating that a model of responsive sexual desire fits people’s
experiences (Sand & Fisher, 2007). Therefore, a longitudinal dyadic approach would be
necessary to get at the interactive effect of desire and motivation within couples.
Conclusions
In studying individuals in romantic relationships, researchers should take care not to
ignore the important link between sexual desire and sexual activity. This study was designed to
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investigate the sexual response cycle more fully by examining the directional link between the
experience of sexual desire and the frequency of sexual activity, as well as the roles of mood and
relationship quality contextual variables in altering the sexual desire and sexual activity link. The
results suggest that within-day changes in sexual desire provide a strong, consistent predictor of
within-day changes of subsequent sexual activity, but not the reverse. Additionally, variations in
daily experiences with mood—especially positive valence—facilitate. Likewise, some
relationship contextual factors could serve as additional facilitating (i.e., sexual satisfaction) or
inhibiting (i.e., age, relationship length, sexual conservatism) forces. By better comprehending
these daily and relationship variables that help individuals approach sex, researchers and
clinicians can help couples improve their sex lives and general well-being.
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Demographics
In order to take this study, you must be at least 18 years old. Are you at least 18 years old?
Yes (proceed to survey)
No (taken to end debriefing)
1) Gender (circle one): Female; Male; Not listed (please fill in: __________________)
2) Sexual orientation: Gay/Lesbian; Bisexual; Heterosexual; Not listed (__________)
3) Age: ________ (in years)
4) Ethnicity: Asian-American; African American; Caucasian; Hispanic/Latino; Middle Eastern;
Bi-racial (fill in: ________); Not listed (please fill in:_______________)
5) Please indicate the highest level of education you have achieved: __________________
6) Please indicate your religion: ______________________ (or N/A if none)
7) How long have you been in a relationship with your current romantic partner (in months)?
8) What is your relationship status with your current partner? (circle one) Casual/Short-term;
Serious long-term; Engaged; Married; In a civil union; In a domestic partnership
9) Do you currently live with your partner?
Yes
No
If yes, for how long have you lived with your partner (in months)? ____________
10) Do you have any children?
Yes
No
If yes, how many children do you have? _________________
If yes, how many of your children did you have with your current romantic partner? ____
11) Please consider the following: The following activities are typically thought of as sexual
activities: sexual touching or rubbing, sexual kissing, manual sex, oral sex, masturbation in front
of partner, using sex toys with partner, vaginal intercourse, anal sex, sex with partner in virtual
setting like Skype or FaceTime, etc. Do you engage in any of these activities with your partner
(more than ten times a year on average)? Yes/ No
What is the typical frequency in which you engage in sexual activities with your partner over the
course of a week? (please select one)
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0 times a week; Once a week; 1-2 times a week; 3-4 times a week; 5-6 times a week; Daily;
More than 7 times a week
12) For this study you will be sent a text message four times a day with a link to a very brief
survey that will take you about 1 minute (or less) to take. What times of the day would be best to
contact you? Please select one morning slot, one early afternoon slot, one late afternoon slot, and
one evening slot.
Preferred morning slot: (select one)
7-8am
8-9am
9-10am
10-11am
Preferred early afternoon slot: (select one)
11-12pm
12-1pm
1-2pm
2-3pm
Preferred late afternoon slots: (select one)
3-4pm
4-5pm
5-6pm
6-7pm
Preferred evening slot: (select one)
7-8pm
8-9pm
9-10pm
10-11pm
The Relationship Assessment Scale (Hendrick, 1988)
Please choose a number for each item which best answers that item for you in regards to your
current romantic relationship.
1. How well does your partner meet your needs? (1 = Poorly, 3 = Average, 5 = Extremely well)
2. In general, how satisfied are you with your relationship? (1 = Unsatisfied, 3 = Average, 5 =
Extremely satisfied)
3. How good is your relationship compared to most? (1 = Poor, 3 = Average, 5 = Excellent)
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4. How often do you wish you hadn't gotten into this relationship? (1 = Never, 3 = Average, 5
=Very often)
5. To what extent has your relationship met your original expectations? (1 = Hardly at all, 3 =
Average, 5 = Completely)
6. How much do you love your partner? (1 = Not much, 3 = Average, 5 = Very much)
7. How many problems are there in your relationship? (1 = Very few, 3 = Average, 5 =Very
many)
Dyadic Sexual Communication Scale (Catania, 1986)
Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each item (1= disagree strongly, 6= agree
strongly).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

My partner rarely responds when I want to talk about our sex life.
Some sexual matters are too upsetting to discuss with my sexual partner.
There are sexual issues or problems in our sexual relationship we have never discussed.
My partner and I never seem to resolve our disagreements about sexual matters.
Whenever my partner and I talk about sex, I feel like she or he is lecturing me.
My partner often complains that I am not very clear about what I want sexually.
My partner and I have never had a heart to hear talk about our sex life together.
My partner has no difficulty in talking to me about his or her sexual feelings and desires.
*
9. Even when angry with me, my partner is able to appreciate my views on sexuality. *
10. Talking about sex is a satisfying experience for both of us. *
11. My partner and I can usually talk calmly about our sex life. *
12. I have little difficulty in telling my partner what I do or don’t do sexually. *
13. I seldom feel embarrassed when talking about the details of our sex life with my partner.*

Relationship Questionnaire (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991)
Please select the description that best categorizes your attitude toward romantic relationships.
It is relatively easy for me to become emotionally close to others. I am comfortable depending on
others and having others depend on me. I don’t worry about being alone or having others not
accept me. (Secure)
I am comfortable without close emotional relationships. It is very important to me to feel
independent and self-sufficient, and I prefer not to depend on others or have others depend on
me. (Dismissing)
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I want to be completely emotionally intimate with others, but I often find that others are reluctant
to get as close as I would like. I am uncomfortable being without close relationships, but I
sometimes worry that others don’t value me as much as I value them. (Preoccupied)
I am somewhat uncomfortable getting close to others. I want emotionally close relationships, but
I find it difficult to trust others completely, or to depend on them. I sometimes worry that I will
be hurt if I allow myself to become too close to others. (Fearful)

Index of Sexual Satisfaction (Hudson, Harrison & Crosscup, 1981; copyrighted)
Instructions: This questionnaire is designed to measure the degree of satisfaction you have in the
sexual relationships with your partner. It is not a test, so there are no right or wrong answers.
Answer each item as carefully and as accurately as you can by placing a number beside each
one as follows.
Answer choices:
1- None of the time
2- Very rarely
3- A little of the time
4- Some of the time
5- A good part of the time
6- Most of the time
7- All of the time
Items:
1) I feel that my partner enjoys our sex life.*
2) Our sex life is very exciting.*
3) Sex is fun for my partner and me.*
4) Sex with my partner has become a chore for me.
5) I feel that our sex is dirty and disgusting.
6) Our sex life is monotonous.
7) When we have sex it is too rushed and hurriedly completed.
8) I feel that my sex life is lacking in quality.
9) My partner is sexually very exciting.*
10) I enjoy the sex techniques that my partner likes or uses.*
11) I feel that my partner wants too much sex from me.
12) I think that our sex is wonderful.*
13) My partner dwells on sex too much.
14) I try to avoid sexual contact with my partner.
15) My partner is too rough or brutal when we have sex.
16) My partner is a wonderful sex mate. *
17) I feel that sex is a normal function of our relationship.*
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18) My partner does not want sex when I do.
19) I feel that our sex life really adds a lot to our relationship.*
20) My partner seems to avoid sexual contact with me.
21) It is easy for me to get sexually excited by my partner.*
22) I feel that my partner is sexually pleased with me.*
23) My partner is very sensitive to my sexual needs and desires.*
24) My partner does not satisfy me sexually.
25) I feel that my sex life is boring.
* Indicates items will be reverse-scored.
AMORE (Affective and Motivational Orientation Related to Erotic Arousal Questionnaire)
(Hill & Preston, 1996)
Please indicate how true or descriptive each statement is of you using the following scale:
(1= Not at all true, 3= Moderately true, 5= Completely true)
1. Often when I need to feel loved, I have the desire to relate to my partner sexually because
sexual intimacy really makes me feel warm and cared for. (Emotionally Valued by One’s
Partner)
2. I enjoy having sex most intensely when I know that it will lift my partner’s spirits and
improve his or her outlook on life. (Nurturance)
3. When bad or frustrating things happen to me, many times I feel like engaging in sexual
fantasy or doing something sexual to try to get to feel better. (Relief from Stress)
4. Sex is important to me largely for reproductive reasons. (Procreation)
5. Sexual activities and fantasies are most stimulating when my partner seems extremely
self-assured and demanding during sex. (Experiencing the Power of One’s Partner)
6. I find that I often feel a sense of superiority and power when I am expressing myself
sexually. (Enhancement of Power)
7. One of the most exciting and aspects of sex is the sense of power I feel in controlling the
sexual pleasure and stimulation my partner experiences. (Enhancement of Power)
8. Often while I am engaging in sex or fantasy, the idea that children might result from our
sexual behavior is extremely arousing. (Procreation)
9. Frequently, when I want to feel that I am cared for and that someone is concerned about
me, relating to my partner sexually is one of the most satisfying ways to do so.
(Emotionally Valued by One’s Partner)
10. Often the most pleasurable sex I have is when it helps my partner forget about his or her
problems and enjoy life a little more. (Nurturance)
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11. I find sexual behavior and sexual fantasy most exciting when I can feel forceful and
dominant with my partner. (Enhancement of Power)
12. Thinking about sex or engaging in sex sometimes seems to help me keep on going when
things get rough. (Relief from Stress)
13. It is frequently very arousing when my partner gets forceful and aggressive during sex.
(Experiencing the Power of One’s Partner)
14. I frequently want to have sex with my partner when I need him or her to notice and
appreciate me. (Emotionally Valued by One’s Partner)
15. I especially enjoy sex when my partner and I are trying to have a baby. (Procreation)
16. Often engaging in sex with my partner makes me feel like I have established myself as a
force to be reckoned with. (Enhancement of Power)
17. A major reason I enjoy having sex with my partner is because I can communicate how
much I care for and value him or her. (Emotional Value for One’s Partner)
18. The sensations of physical pleasure and release are major reasons that sexual activity and
fantasy are so important to me. (Pleasure)
19. Sex and sexual fantasies are most exciting when I feel like my partner has totally
overpowered me and has taken complete control. (Experiencing the Power of One’s
Partner)
20. When I am going through difficult times, I can start feeling better by simply engaging in
some type of sexual fantasy or behavior. (Relief from Stress)
21. The idea of having children is not very significant in my feelings about why sexual
activity is important to me. (Procreation)
22. In many ways, I think engaging in sex and sexual fantasies are some of the most and
exciting and satisfying activities I can experience. (Pleasure)
23. Many times it is extremely thrilling when my partner takes complete charge and begins to
tell me what to do during sex. (Experiencing the Power of One’s Partner)
24. I really value sexual activity as a way of enjoying myself and adding an element of
adventure to my life. (Pleasure)
25. Often I have a real need to feel dominated and possessed by my partner while we are
engaged in sex or sexual fantasy. (Experiencing the Power of One’s Partner)
26. One of the best ways of feeling like an important part of my partner’s life is by relating to
him or her sexually. (Emotionally Valued by One’s Partner)
27. I find that thinking about or engaging in sexual activity can frequently get me through
unpleasant times in my life. (Relief from Stress)
28. I often feel like fantasizing about sex or expressing myself sexually when life isn’t going
very well and I want to feel better about myself. (Relief from Stress)
29. Engaging in sexual activity is a very important way for me to experience and appreciate
the personal strength and forcefulness that my partner is capable of. (Experiencing the
Power of One’s Partner)
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30. I find it extremely exciting to be playful and to have fun when I am expressing myself
sexually. (Pleasure)
31. Thinking about sex or engaging in sexual behavior can frequently be a source of relief
from stress and pressure for me. (Relief from Stress)
32. I would prefer to have sex primarily when I am interested in having a child. (Procreation)
33. Often when my partner is feeling down on life or is unhappy about something, I like to
try to make him or her feel better by sharing intimacy together sexually. (Nurturance)
34. The experiences of sexual tension and energy are in many ways the most thrilling and
important aspects of sexual activity and fantasy. (Pleasure)
35. I often feel like having sex with my partner when I need to feel understood and when I
want to relate to him or her on a one-to-one level. (Emotionally Valued by One’s Partner)
36. When I need to feel a sense of belongingness and connectedness, sex with my partner is
really an important way of relating to him or her. (Emotionally Valued by One’s Partner)
37. Doing something sexual often seems to greatly improve my outlook on life when nothing
seems to be going right. (Relief from Stress)
38. I frequently feel like expressing my need for emotional closeness and intimacy by
engaging in sexual behavior or fantasy with my sexual partner. (Emotionally Valued by
One’s Partner)
39. Many times when I am feeling unhappy or depressed, thinking about sex or engaging in
sexual activity will make me feel better. (Relief from Stress)
40. When things are not going well, thinking about sex or doing something sexual is often
very uplifting for me and helps me to forget about my problems for a while. (Relief from
Stress)
41. Engaging in sexual activity is very important to me as a means of feeling powerful and
charismatic. (Enhancement of Power)
42. One of the main reasons I am interested in sex is for the purpose of having children.
(Procreation)
43. The sense of emotional bonding with my partner during sexual intercourse is an
important way of feeling close to him or her. (Emotional Value for One’s Partner)
44. One of the most satisfying aspects of engaging in sex is expressing intensity of my
feelings for my partner while we are having sex. (Emotional Value for One’s Partner)
45. I often have a strong need to fantasize about sex or to do something sexual when I feel
upset or unhappy. (Relief from Stress)
46. I really enjoy having sex as a way of exerting dominance and control over my partner.
(Enhancement of Power)
47. I often find it a real turn-on when my partner takes charge and becomes authoritative
during sexual activity or fantasy. (Experiencing the Power of One’s Partner)
48. I am often very excited by the sense of power that I feel I have over my partner when I
am sexually attractive to him or her. (Enhancement of Power)
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49. Being able to experience my partner’s physical excitement and sexual release is
incredibly thrilling and stimulating for me. (Emotional Value for One’s Partner)
50. I find it very exciting when my partner becomes very demanding and urgent during sex
and sexual fantasy, as if he or she needs to possess me completely. (Experiencing the
Power of One’s Partner)
51. I frequently become very aroused when I sense that my partner is excited by controlling
and directing our sexual activity or fantasy. (Experiencing the Power of One’s Partner)
52. I frequently want to have sex with my partner because I know how much he or she enjoys
it and how good it makes my partner feel as a person. (Nurturance)
53. Expressing myself sexually generally makes me feel personally strong and in control of
things. (Enhancement of Power)
54. I am especially excited by the feeling of domination and being controlled by my partner
during sex and sexual fantasy. (Experiencing the Power of One’s Partner)
55. One of the most satisfying features of sex is when my partner really seems to need the
love and tenderness it conveys. (Emotional Value for One’s Partner)
56. Often the sense of power that I have over my sexual partner can be extremely
exhilarating. (Enhancement of Power)
57. I find it very rewarding when I can help my partner get through rough times by showing
how much I care and being sexually intimate with him or her. (Nurtrance)
58. I frequently find it quite arousing to be very directive and controlling while having sex
with my partner. (Enhancement of Power)
59. Sexual intercourse is important in creating a great deal of emotional closeness in my
relationships with my partner. (Emotional Value for One’s Partner)
60. Sharing affection and love during sexual intercourse is one of the most intense and
rewarding ways of expressing my concern for my partner. (Emotional Value for One’s
Partner)
61. The sense of emotional closeness I experience from having sex with my partner is one of
the most satisfying ways I know of feeling valued. (Emotional Value for One’s Partner)
62. To me, an extremely rewarding aspect of having sex is that it can make my partner feel
good about himself or herself. (Nurturance)
Sexual Conservatism subscale (Burt, 1980)
Please respond to the following statements using the scale: 1= strongly agree, 7= strongly
disagree
(R) indicates reverse-coded item
1. A woman who initiates a sexual encounter will probably have sex with anybody.
2. A woman shouldn’t give in sexually to a man too easily or he’ll think she’s loose.
3. Men have a biologically stronger sex drive than women.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

A nice woman will be offended or embarrassed by dirty jokes.
Masturbation is a normal sexual activity. (R)
People should not have oral sex.
I would have no respect for a woman who engages in sexual relationships without any
emotional involvement.
8. Having sex during the menstrual period is unpleasant.
9. The primary goal of sexual intercourse should be to have children.
10. Women have the same needs for a sexual outlet as men. (R)
Sexuality Scale (Snell & Papini, 1989)
Please respond to the following statements using this scale: 1= strongly disagree, 5= strongly
agree
(R) indicates reverse-coded item
Sexual-Esteem Items:
1. I am a good sexual partner
4. I would rate my sexual skill quite highly
7. I am better at sex than most other people
10. I sometimes have doubts about my sexual competence (R)
13. I am not very confident in sexual encounters (R)
16. I think of myself as a very good sexual partner
19. I would rate myself low as a sexual partner (R)
22. I am confident about myself as a sexual partner
25 I am not very confident about my sexual skill (R)
28. I sometimes doubt my sexual competence (R)
Sexual-Preoccupation Items:
3. I think about sex all the time
6. I think about sex more than anything else
9. I don’t daydream about sexual situations (R)
12. I tend to be preoccupied with sex
15. I’m constantly thinking about having sex
18. I think about sex a great deal of the time
21. I seldom think about sex (R)
24. I hardly ever fantasize about having sex (R)
27. I probably think about sex less often than most people (R)
20. I don’t think about sex very often (R)
Sexual-Depression Items:
2. I am depressed about the sexual aspects of my life
5. I feel good about my sexuality (R)
8. I am disappointed about the quality of my sex life
11. Thinking about sex makes me happy (R)
14. I derive pleasure and enjoyment from sex (R)
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17. I feel down about my sex life
20. I feel unhappy about my sexual relationships
23. I feel pleased with my sex life (R)
26. I feel sad when I think about my sexual experiences
29. I am not discouraged about sex (R)
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Sexual desire
Please use the following scale to indicate your current sexual desire:
0= no sexual desire, 8= strong sexual desire
I am having sexual thoughts: Yes/No
I am currently interested in sex: Yes/No
I currently want sex: Yes/No

Sexual Motivation
Since the last time I responded to an assessment…
I told my partner I wanted sex: Yes/No
I gave my partner behavior signals that I wanted sex: Yes/No
I approached my partner for sex: Yes/No
My partner approached me for sex but I refused: Yes/No
I avoided situations that would encourage my partner to think I wanted sex: Yes/No

Current Mood (Self-Assessment Manikin; SAM; Bradley & Lang, 1994)
Which one best describes how you feel right now?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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Which one best describes how you feel right now?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Which one best describes how you feel right now?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Have you interacted (either in person or virtually) with your partner since you last responded to
an assessment? Yes/No
If yes, have you have engaged in physical intimacy with your partner? (see definition of physical
intimacy below):
0= no, 1 = yes
(if 1 to previous question) Overall, how satisfied were you with the physical
intimacy episode with your partner? (1= very unsatisfied, 7= very satisfied)
The following activities can be thought of as physical intimacy: kissing, cuddling, and
caressing or massaging one’s partner in a non-sexual manner. These activities may be
used for a variety of different reasons.

If yes, have you engaged in any sexual activities with your partner (see definition of sexual
activities below):
0= no, 1 = yes
(if 1 to previous question) Overall, how satisfied were you with the sexual episode
with your partner? (1= very unsatisfied, 7= very satisfied)
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The following activities are typically thought of as sexual episodes: sexual touching or
rubbing, manual sex, oral sex, masturbation in front of other, using sex toys with other,
vaginal intercourse, anal sex, sex with partner in virtual setting like Skype or FaceTime,
etc. These activities may be used for a variety of different reasons.

Please indicate if you have engaged in any solitary sexual activities since you last responded to
an assessment (see definition below):
0= no, 1 = yes
(if 1 to previous question) Overall, how satisfied were you with the solitary sexual
episode? (1= very unsatisfied, 7= very satisfied)
The following activities are thought of as solitary sexual activity: sexual touching or
rubbing of self, masturbation, using sex toys on self, etc.
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End survey additional questions
Were there any times that you experienced sexual desire in the last seven days but did not engage
in sexual activity? Yes/No
If yes, why did you not engage in sexual activity even though you experienced sexual
desire?
Were there any times over the past week where you had a difficult time deciding if an interaction
with your partner qualified as sex?
If yes, please describe the circumstances.
Were there any circumstances in your life over the last seven days that prevented you from
engaging in sexual activity with your partner? Yes/No
If yes, please describe these circumstances:
Were there any circumstances in your life over the last seven days that helped facilitate you
engaging in sexual activity with your partner?
If yes, please describe these circumstances:
Over the past week, were any of the sexual activities you engaged in (and reported) with
someone other than your relationship partner (either with the consent or not with the consent of
your partner)? Yes/No
If yes, how many times over the past week?
How was the experience of participating in this study? Did participating in this study change
your typical sexual activity level over the last seven days?
Is there anything else you would like to tell the researcher?
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Recruitment Information
This study is entitled, “Study of Relationship Dynamics,” and it is being conducted by Ellen Lee,
a graduate student at Northern Illinois University. The purpose of this study is to examine how
mood affects relationship dynamics, particularly sexual functioning. In order to participate,
individuals must have a relationship partner and be at least 18 years old. This study will ask participants
to fill out an initial survey, a very brief survey four times a day over a period of seven days, and a
conclusion survey. Participants will receive extra credit in return for participating. If you would like to

participate, please contact EllenMorganLee@gmail.com. In the email, please give your name,
preferred email address, and phone number where you can receive text messages.
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Study of Relationship Dynamics
I agree to participate in the research project titled “Study of Relationship Dynamics” being
conducted by Ellen Lee, a graduate student at Northern Illinois University. I have been informed
that the purpose of the study is to examine relationship dynamics, particularly how mood affects
sexual functioning.
I understand that if I agree to participate in this study, I will be asked to do the following: a)
Respond to an initial survey which will assess my personal and relationship characteristics; this
survey should 15-30 minutes to complete, b) Fill out a daily survey four times a day over seven
days regarding my moods and questions relating to sexual activities with my partner; each daily
survey should take no longer than 1-2 minutes to complete; I realize I will be sent a link to this
survey by text 4 times a day and instructed to complete this survey as soon as possible, and c)
Fill out a final survey with some open-ended questions; this survey should take no longer than 510 minutes to complete.
I am aware that my participation is voluntary and may be withdrawn at any time without penalty
or prejudice. I realize that in return for participating I will earn extra credit for my course.
If I have any additional questions concerning this study, I may contact Ellen Lee at
EllenMorganLee@gmail.com. In addition, if I have any questions regarding my rights as a
research participant, I may contact the Northern Illinois University Office of Research
Compliance at (815) 753-8588.
I understand that the intended benefits of this study include providing insight into how mood can
affect sexual activity.
I understand that participation in this study will be kept confidential; because of the study’s
longitudinal design participation cannot be anonymous. To track participation over the course of
the study, a participant number will be assigned to me. The researcher will have one file (kept
confidential and on a password protected computer only available to her) that will link phone
number and participant number. The researcher will provide the phone number to Trumpia, a
third party who will be responsible for sending four text messages a day, provided by the
researcher. Each text message will include a link to a Qualtrics survey that has the participant
number embedded in the link (and thus recorded in the survey data but not phone number). Only
the researcher is available to see the information provided in the Qualtrics survey. Once the study
is finished, the file linking the participant number and phone number will be destroyed. The data
collected in the surveys will always be kept separate from this participant tracking file.
The results of this study may be published in scientific research journals or presented at
professional conferences. However, my record will remain anonymous as part of a large dataset
that will be stored on the Open Science Framework (a public data sharing forum for researchers)
without identifiable information.
I also acknowledge that I may experience some discomfort while participating in this study, as
the questions are sexually explicit and sensitive in nature. If I experience any discomfort, I am
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encouraged to contact the American Psychological Association’s Help Center
(apa.org/helpcenter) to find a licensed mental health counselor near me or call a 24- hour Crisis
Line at 1-866-4CRISIS (427-4747) to speak to someone immediately.
I have read what I am expected to do in this study and acknowledge the risks of participation.
I understand that my consent to participate in this project does not constitute a waiver of any
legal rights or redress I may have as a result of my participation. By pressing “Continue” I
acknowledge that I have read this informed consent form and wish to participate in this study.
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Dear Participant:
Thank you for participating in the “Study of Relationship Dynamics”.
This study was designed to examine the relationship between sexual desire and sexual activity
over time. Another purpose of this study was to investigate how mood impacts the physical and
sexual activities people engage in with their partner. We hypothesized that mood can affect these
activities differently, depending on a variety of relationship and personality characteristics, such
as relationship satisfaction and attachment.
If you are interested in this topic we recommend that you read the following:
No sex please, I’m just not in the mood. (2005, May). The Guardian. Retrieved from
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2005/may/23/gender.uk.
Shaw, G. (n.d.). 6 ways to get in the mood. WebMD. Retrieved from
http://www.webmd.com/sex-relationships/guide/not-in-the-mood-get-in-the-mood.
McDermott, N. (2011, January). How a spot of morning passion can make you glow all day long.
Daily Mail. Retrieved from http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-1351099/Howmorning-sex-improve-health-mood-day.html.
Gardner, A. (n.d). 8 ways sex affects your brain. Health. Retrieved from
http://www.health.com/health/gallery/0,,20894914,00.html.
The following TED Talk may also be informative:
Perel, E. (2013, February). Ester Perel: The secret to desire in a long-term relationship.
Retrieved from
http://www.ted.com/talks/esther_perel_the_secret_to_desire_in_a_long_term_relationship
If you have experienced any amount of psychological discomfort as a consequence of
participating in this study, please visit the American Psychological Association’s Help Center
(apa.org/helpcenter) to find a licensed mental health counselor near you. You can also call a 24hour Crisis Line at 1-866-4CRISIS (427-4747) to speak to someone immediately.
Once again, thank you for your participation. If you have any questions regarding this study or
would like a summary of the results, please contact Ellen Lee at EllenMorganLee@gmail.com.

